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Trustees reccommend action on center
By APRIL PANCELLA

Heights News Editor
The BC Board of Trustees met on
Friday for its annual meeting,
appointing Thomas A. Vanderslice
as the new Chairman, and
recommending
to
the
Administration the need fora
commitment to a University Center.
The Board also elected five new
members, approved the awarding of
of an honorary doctorate to former
Prime Minister of Italy Giulio
Andreotti, announced that $40

million has been giveß out in
financial aid this year, and updated
the schedule of construction.

University Center
"It's important to look at their [the
students] interests in the University
Center in the context of their own
spiritual and social growth," said
Rev. John J. Higgins, SJ. Higgins
spoke on behalf of the Board's
Student Life Committee in the
absence of Committee Chairman
Wayne Budd.
Higgins explained to the Board
that the Undergraduate Government

of Boston College (UCBC)
expressed the "mounting frustration
among the student body over the

priority given to the student center
issue." He added that students have
expressed concern that the
administration is only giving "lip
service."
"I think they're asking for a
definitive commitment concerning
a time table for the University Center
project," said Higgins.
In response, University Executive
Vice President, Dr. Frank
Campanella, announced to the

BC's Salerno runs for Council
By

BOB CHERRY

Rosaria Salerno, a chaplain in her
9th year at Boston College, is one of
the twelve candidates in this year's
City Council at-Large race.
Salerno, a neighborhood activist
for affordable housing and
child-care, has based her active
campaign around the slogan: "A

vote for Rose >s a vote for
compassion."
According to Salerno, "rriarty
people are disillusioned with public
leaders who ignore ethical and
moral values in their public policy
decisions.
"We are dealing here with human
beings," said Salerno when referring
to legislation which has a direct
bearing on the lives and conditions
of the people of Boston.

Gary Hart Update:
?
?
?

2550 tickets sold
1350 tickets left.
100 tickets for press and solution.

University Officials.
?

Tickets will be sold until

Wednesday September 23.
1987 in the McElroy Ticket

Booth.
? On Wednesday September
23, 1987, after 6:00 pm;
tickets will be sold at Roberts
Ticket Booth.
?
Seating is General
Admission.
? There will be a special
press area reserved for
national and local press.
? There will be priority
seating for University

Officials.

The lecture will begin at
7:30 pm in Roberts Center.
?

Three issues of crucial importance
on Salerno's city agenda is that of
adequate and affordable housing,
the availability of child-care and a
trash disposal solution for the city.
Salerno is a founder and active
leader in the Fenway Community
Development Association which
was organized to provide housing at
an affordable cost for low-income
families in the Fenway area.
The Association is responsible for
obtaining and rebuilding numerous
buildings which had been either
abandoned or destroyed by arson
and then having them restored so as
to meet the housing demand -by
those low-income families in the
area.
"Housing is a need and thus a
basic right," said Salerno. She
expressed that the housing problem
in every neighborhood of Boston
can be solved by using the resources
of the city and working
cooperatively with community,
developing corporations and other
non-profit organizations in
approaching a carefully worked-out
If elected to the City Council,
Salerno said that she wouldrequire
"all developers" in either making a
certain amount of payment or in
providing a portion of the
development specifically for
housing that is affordable.
Salerno has also addressed the
importance of a competent
Child-Care program in the city
throughout her campaign.
"One-third of the families in Boston
are headed by single parent
wage-earners which makes
Child-Care a vital necessity," she
said.
According to Salerno, by working
with businesses and using linkage
payments from these businesses, the
City of Boston will be able to
developfacilities and programs that
will reduce the problem of
child-care faced by single parents.
"My platform is one of
pro-family," stated Salerno, who is
the only candidate in the City
Council race who has consistently
pressed for child-care measures to

New Chairman
Board that he and Vice President for
Student Affairs Kevin Duffy would
Vanderslice, the chairman of the
be establishing a committee "within board of Apollo Computer, Inc. of
a few weeks." Thecommittee, which Chelmsford, Massachusetts, was
will include student representatives, elected as the new Chairman of the
will look at the options of a Board at Friday's meeting,
University Center in light of the succeeding Federal District Court
comprehensive campus plan, said Judge David A. Nelson.
Nelson, who has been chairman
Campanella.
The Student Life Committee also since 1984, was elected to serve
discussed the off-campus situation another four year term as a Board
and commended the efforts the member on the Executive
students have made to reduce the Committee.
Acting as Vice-Chairman of the
off-campus problems. "Both
agree
and
administrators
students
Board for the past three years,
that the problem is not as bad as last Vanderslice has been a member of
Spring," said Higgins.
the Board since 1978, and is a 1953
The goal topic this year for the graduate of BC.
Student Life Committee is "Values
Clarification in the Spiritual
Jack Connors will take the
Development of BC." A presentation position of Vice-Chairman.
The five newly elected trustee
was made by four Jesuits, and
Higgins stated that "the Jesuit members are Rev. Richard T. Cleary,
tradition at BC is very much alive on SJ, Campion Residence and Renewal
campus."
Trustees, page 4

Boston City Council
primaries tomorrow
By

BOB CHERRY

The voters of Boston take to the

BC Chaplain Rosaria Salerno,

be undertaken in City Hall.
The City of Boston is presently in
the process of locating a site to
construct a trash disposallacilitator
and it has become a major issue of
concern in the race for City Council.
Salerno has come up with a trash
disposal solution for the city of
which she describes as "clean,
cost-effective and one that makes
sense."
According to Salerno, this solution
does not burn and, therefore, will
not pollute the city. "We must keep
our neighborhoods clean and, thus,
we need a solution which will
ensure that they remain clean," she

added.

At a supposed construction cost of
$60 million versus $190 million,
which is the estimated cost of the
city's present trash incinerator plan
in the South Cove, Salerno said that
Boston will save $130 million using
her disposal plan.
"And it makes sense," said
Salerno, "because it would be
environmentally sound."
When asked whether or not
Salerno would maintain contact
with the Boston College community
if elected to the City Council, she
responded, "Working with the
students kept me energetic, involved
and concerned about what is
happening in the City of Boston. Of
course I will."

polls tomorrow for the preliminary
election ofmayor, school committee
and city council, of which BC
Chaplain Rosaria Salerno is one
candidate.

This non-partisan primary
election will set the stage for the
November final election.
A former Benedictine nun,
Salerno seeks a greater liaison
between the neighborhoods of
Boston and City Hall.
Salerno
has
received
endorsements by a number of
prominent politicians including the
Attorney General and Lieutenant
Governor of Massachusetts, and has
also received the endorsements of
both of Boston's major newspapers,
The Boston Herald and The Boston
Globe. The latter endorses her
"enthusiastically".
The Boston City Council and
School Committee both consist of
four at large seats that encompass
the entire city and nine district seats
for a total of 13 seats in each that
cover the Boston area.
In the City Council at-Large race,
the position Salerno is competing
for, 12 candidates are battling it out
for a spot on the November ballot
in which only 8 candidates' names
will appear. Voters can cast ballots
for not more than four candidates in
this City Council at-Large race.
The three incumbents in the race,
Christopher A. lanella, Michael ).
McCormack and Albert L.
"Dapper" O'Neill are favored to get
past the preliminary which would
leave five spots for the remaining 9

candidates.
Salerno and another candidate,

Michael Kane, have appeared on the
campaign scene as "spokespersons"
for low-income families and the
oppressed in the city of Boston.
All nine District City Councillors
are up for re-election this year but
in only three districts will a
preliminary be held due to lack of
nominations. The top two
candidates in the preliminary will
square off in the November Final.
In District 9, which includes
Allston-Brighton, incumbent Brian
). McLaughlin is in a dog-fight with
four other candidates, who have
stressed to the public an alleged
acceptance by McLaughlin of a cash
payment of $1,000 in 1985 from one
of the city's largest landlords.
McLaughlin, who represents
many of the residents of the
surrounding BC area, has
considered proposing legislation
which would eliminate the shuttle
bus that runs from the Boston
College campus and Cleveland

Circle.

Three of McLaughlin's contenders
are Aramis Camps, Richard M. Izzo
and Brian J. Rielly, who looks at the
in
tight housing market
Allston-Brighton as being heavilly
contributed by Boston College and
Boston University students who live
off-campus.
One of the challengers, Paul F.
Creighton, Jr., Director of the
Allston-Brighton Planning Council
supports reforms in education as a
means of solving some of the
problems infecting the city
including unemployment and
crime.
Two other candidates, Kevin A.
McCluskey and loseDh W Casrjer,
are present School Committee
Elections, page 19
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CAREER / LIFE PLANNING WORKSHOPS
start this week at the Career Center

Before

you decide what careers to explore, you need to determine
what things you like to do and what you do well.

Understand Yourself:

This workshop will help you explore your interests, values and
skills. . .the first step in planning your career.
Resume workshops and critiques continue daily. Call the Career Center for times.
Coming in October:

ARTS & SCIENCES CAREER INFORMATION FAIR
Alumni to learn what these professionals actually do on their job!
Professionals representing more than 30 different career fields will be available.
ALL MAJORS, ALL CLASSES

Talk

to

Look for CareerUpdate every week on page two of
The Heights. Brought to you by the Career Center.
38 Commonwealth

Aye.

552-3430

TUES. OCT. 6
4-00 - 7-00
Lyons Cafeteria
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Mandela speaks of the 'shackles of racism'
By RICH CHERKERZIAN

"Things have seemed to have
changed for the worse in South
Africa." That is how Maki Mandella
opened her very powerful, and
emotional speech in Robsham
Theater last Monday evening.
Mandella is the daughter of
activists Nelson and Winnie
Mandella. Her father, President of
the outlawed African National
Congress is imprisoned where he
has been for the past 25 years.
Mandella is currently working on
her Masters Degree in Sociology at
the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst.
Mandella spoke on Apartheid and
its evils, the conditions of Black

women, the violence, and current
situations in South Africa, describing
the situation in South Africa for
women as deplorable.
According to Mandella, women,
for the most part, work in the
domestic service or factory work for
very low wages; typically
$50
$200 a month. Women are
not allowed to bring their children
to the workplace. Even if their
employer is kind enough to allow it,
the employer will be fined if a Black
child is found on the premises.
Therefore, at a time when a child
needs its mother the most, many
mothers are separated from their
babies, said Mandella. "While Black
women are busy taking care of the
children of the Whites, no one is
?

Students discuss AIDS
By CATHIE GRIFFIN

Speaking on the subject of AIDS
and its growing impact on college
students, Dr. Fritz Wenisch,
professor at the University of Rhode
Island, focused on "Sexand Death"
in his lecture on Monday night at
McCuinn Hall.
Wenisch began by stating that he
was not there to take any positions
on homosexuality, pre-marital sex or
birth control, although he had very
definite views on those matters.
According to Wenisch, he was
there to discuss the issue of sexual
responsibility during the AIDS
epidemic.
College students today seem to
think that the Declaration of
Independenceomitted one right in
its list of inalienable rights, said Dr.
Wenisch. This, according to him, is
"the right to unlimited recreational
sexual enjoyment."

Addressing the male members ot
the audience, Wenisch described a
situation in which a male student,
who has a steady girlfriend, goes to
a party and ends up sleeping with
a woman he has not met before.
"Maybe in the last few weeks you
have done something to your
girlfriend that in the next few years
will cause her a slow and horrible
death," he said.
According to Wenisch, experts
believe that more than one and a
half million people in the United
States are now carrying the AIDS
virus; some claim that the figure
could be as high as 5 million.
An estimated 50"/,, of all the
carriers will develop AIDS in the
future. This, Dr. Wenisch said, is "if
all non-monogamous acts would
stop today."

Speaking on the concept of "safe
sex," Wenisch said that the condom
has a theoretical effectiveness rate of
90% in protecting against the
transmission of the AIDS virus
during sexual intercourse. However,
according to Wenisch, the actual
rate of effectiveness against
transmission of the virus has been
found to be as little as 70 percent,
leaving a risk of at least 30% when
using the condom.
Wenisch agreed that there is a
reduction in risk using the condom,
but he said that it isn't "safe." It is
simply "the distinction between
more reckless and less reckless sex,
but in any case reckless," added
Wenisch.
Wenisch urged every student in
the audience who was at no risk of
carrying the AIDS virus, those who
have not had sexual intercourse or
used drugs intravenously, to not put
themselves at risk.
Those students at risk, whether
high or low risk, Wenisch urged to
refrain from sexual intercourse, and
if necessary, to have testing done
concerning the presence of the AIDS
virus.
According to Wenisch, those
carrying the AIDS virus and those
who have AIDS deserve our
compassion.
Members of the audience were
allowed to address Wenisch
following his lecture.
Students expressed their concern
over the lack of concentration on
homosexuality and our society.
One student felt Wenisch's
comments on safe sex, refuting the
effectiveness of the condom, were
irresponsible.
The lecture on AIDS was
sponsored by the Philosophy
Association of Boston College.

taking care of their own," she added.
Thirty thousand children die each
year because there is no food,
medical help, or money, said
Mandella.
"As far as the South African
government is concerned, the
concept of Black family life is not
important," expressed Mandella.
"The White racist regime has
hampered Blacks in their quest for
education," said Mandella. "Where

school is compulsory and free for
White children, Blacks must pay for

They have brutalizing systems that
torture both physically and mentally,

books, and fees, or they can't go to
school."

According to

she added. "The cruelty of those
who rule South Africa knows no
limits. They have no respect for
Mandella, the human life at all,"said Mandella.

national government has set up
separate schools and universities for
different races. She said that the
Black people's independence and
freedom has been taken away from
them.

Mandella explained some
modern history of the strife of the
people of South Africa. There are 4.5
million Whites in South Africa, the
minority, and 10 million Blacks, said
Mandella.
At the end of World War 11,
according to Mandella, the South
African people had hoped they
would gain their liberation, but the
expected improvements in equal
rights, and freedom of movement
did not materialize. Instead, more
: race laws were passed in South
i Africa, she said.
People began a system of passive
? resistance, stressed Mandella, with
} peaceful demonstrations, strikes,
attempted
and
byf boycotts,
negotiations.
The Black people, "determined to
liberate themselves from the
1 shackles of racism," began to grow
restless and desperate due to the
increacing oppression and
Maki Mandella speaks to BC students about the South African tragedy. depression, said Mandella.
Students, page 12
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BC names Dining Services Director
By CYNTHIA HEANEY

The new Director of Dining
Services, Michael Cunningham, has
brought with him many ideas for
change and is optimistic about this
year's dining service.
Cunningham became Director as
of July 1, replacing the retired John
Callahan, and took on the
responsibility for the entire dining
service program for students, faculty,
staff and catering.
The dining service operates the
football field concession stands in
addition to the dining rooms, snack
bars, deli and cafe. It is also
responsible for two grocery stores,
one located in Walsh Hall and the
other on the Newton campus in
Stuart Hall.
Cunningham brings fifteen years
food service experience to his job
at BC. He started at the age of
seventeen as a dishwasher in a
hospital. More recently, he has
served as Director of Food Services
for Brandeis University.
According to Cunningham, he
finds that BC is more challenging
and complex than Brandeis because
of the greater number of students
here.
Cunningham's relationship

with

BC goes back a long time. He grew
up in nearby Dorchester,
Massachusetts. He was never a full
time student, however, he once took
a night course at BC. He also played
on one of its intramural sports teams
and worked as a student employee
in a dining room, although not a
student at the time!
There are "a million" changes
Cunningham would like to make in
BC's food policy. He has already
instigated a few. For example, the
Club in O'Connell House is now
open seven days a week instead of
five. Renovations have been made in
both the cafe and the Eagle's Nest
in McElroy.
"What's here can be a lot better
than it was," Cunningham said.
Other ideas he would like to
initiate include serving more ethnic
food, such as Indian or Chinese,
natural foods, a salad bar and better
pizza. To reduce annoying cafeteria
lines, he would like the manual
point system changed to a
computerized one.
Keeping involved in the actual
dining hall routine is a priority for
Cunningham. He sets aside two
hours each day to make on sight
inspections and visit each dining

Voices on the Dustbowl

hall at least once a day.
Most students seem enthusiastic
about the food service. Many have
even offered their own ideas for
improvement, such as keeping
snack bars open an hour longer at
night and keeping the grill open for
dinner.
One suggestion, from freshmen
Laura Marrone and Donna O'Neil,
is holding "make your own pizza or
sundae days."
With cooperation and continuing
suggestions from the students,
Cunningham is determined to make
the dining services at BC an
enjoyable and palatable experience.

Heights
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JCDS Director, Mike Cunningham

by Dan DaSilva and Linda Wilenski

What would you like to see included in the new University Center?

Susannah Evans
Debbie Knapman
A&S '89
A&S '89
and
Erik
Walker
things
There
many
Office
A Post
with better
are so
'89
SOM
I'd like to see in the
looking clerks.
barbershop and a travel
student center but there is
agency.
A recreation room that is no way it will be done More roaches in the
Vitality Juice machines.
a cool place to hang out, before the year 2010.
and
pool
with
tables
places to relax.
Kevin Dwyer
A&S

'88

Jeff Snay

A&S '88
We need a popcorn stand,

Diana DeGenova

Boston University/88
and Karen DeGenova
A&S '90
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Trustees select new chairman, members
Continued from page 1

Honorary Doctorate
Charles D. Ferris, partner of Mintz,
University President Rev. J.
Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and
Popeo; Denise L. Janey, an IBM Donald Monan announced to the
account systems engineer; and Trustees that former Italian Prime
William J. Voute, vice president for Minister Andreotti is expected to be
on campus later this fall and will
Salomon Brothers, Inc.

Center administrator and rector; Rev.
Michael A. Fahey, SJ, dean of faculty
of theology at the University of St.
Michael's College in Toronto;

Xmuropean Haircutting
Welcomes the Class of 1991
and all BC Students!

With this ad and &C ID
receive

Qg off

any service

walk-in service ? professional retail products
320 WALNUT STREET, NEWTONVILLE
Contact Robert Tuesday - Saturday
?

527-9644 or 969-3818
! GO EAGLES !
AMEX

make an address within the Political
Science department.
The Board approved to award the
honorary degree to Andreotti, who
Monan has described as one of the
longest serving European statesmen
since World War 11.
Andreotti is considered a possible
successor to the Secretary General
of the United Nations.
Academics and Financial Aid
The Academic Affairs Committee,
represented by Rev. Raymond J.
Callahan, sought approval for the
automated library system, as
presented to the committee by
University Librarian Mary Cronin.
The Board approved an $810,000
appropriation for the implementation of the new system.
A presentation was made by
Academic Vice President Rev.
William B. Neenan, SJ and new
Director of Financial Aid Helen
Reynolds on the process of financial
aid. According to Reynolds and
Neenan, $40 million was awarded
in financial aid this year, with a need
of $47 million.
The remaining need, according to
the presentation, was made up by
off-campus jobs and smaller grants
out of BC.
Of the $40 million, $20 million
was given in scholarships and grants,
$15.8 million in loans and $4.3
million in work-study and non-work
study awards.
BC scholarships and grants
consisted of $15 million, while the
remaining $5 million came from
Federal and state grants.
The philosophy of financial aid at
BC "is to make BC as affordable as
possible for as many students as
possible," according to Reynolds
and Neenan.
"BC provides financial aid
according to need and academic
potential," said Monan.

Fund Development
The Development Committee,
chaired by Jim Cleary, who has just
been elected, announced the
Fundraising Goal for this year as $14
million, up from $11.2 million last
year.
Development hopes to collect this
cash goal by May 31, 1988.
Construction
The Buildings and Property
Committee, chaired by Tom Flatley,
updated the Board on the progress
of the sports center and the
Commonwealth Avenue dorms.
Both are on schedule. The sports
center will be opening in the
summer of 1988, and the
dormitories will be opening in the
Fall of 1988.
Future building projects being
discussed are the Chemistry
building, the Campion Hall
renovations, Fulton Hall additions,
new parking garages, lower campus
dormitories, a day care center and
graduate housing.
Campanella discussed the overall
Campus Master Plan. The purpose
of the plan is "trying to integrate all
of our space needs and, at the same
time, use our land as effective as
possible," said Campanella.
Monan also addressed the Board
giving updates on the summer
building progress, the progress with
the neighborhood situation, and the
developments made with the newly
formed committees on AIDS.
At the conclusion of the meeting,
Trustee Associates, not actual
members of the Board, but alumni
who are invited to attend the annual
meetings, were asked to give any
comments they may have had. One,
John Fallen, said, "No matter where
I go, the academic standing is held
in a high esteem as is Father Monan
himself."
He added, "What you've done
here Father is a miracle."
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Part-time Jobs!
At Ann & Hope, we believe the future is our young people! That's the reason
we have created a unique program to help you with your college expenses.
Available positions: ? Cashiers ? Sales/Stock Associates

New Starting <Nf- |-f\
<fc#j f\f\
Hourly Rates
DAYS $O.UU NIGHTS
These are part time positions which offer flexible day and evening schedules.

In addition, if you work a minimum of 15 hours weekly, at the end of 3 months
you become eligible to Accumulate Bonus College Dollars! These funds will
be deposited directly to your student account.'
For more details and an application, stop by or call our Personnel Office
Monday through Saturday 10 A.M. To 8 P.M. and Sunday Noon To 5 P.M.
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Separation of Powers questioned on 200th
By APRIL PANCELLA

Heights News Editor
Rev. Robert F. Drinan, Sj, with
Boston College Law School and the
Newton Commission to Celebrate
the Bicentennial of the US
Constitution celebrated the 200th
Anniversary of the Constitution on
Thursday with a panel discussion on
the question of the separation of
powers.
Members on the panel included
Drinan, former dean of the Law
School and current professor at
Georgetown University Law Center,
BC Law School professors George D.
Brown and Judith A. McMorrow,
and BC Law School Dean Daniel R.
Coquillette, acting as moderator.
US Congressman Barney Frank,
who was supposed to be a member
of the panel, was delayed in
Washington and unable to attend
the celebration.
"The Constitution's emphasis or,
the separation of powers is both the
acknowledged bedrock of our
democratic system and an issue of
great controversy.

"Friction among the three
branches of government has often
produced moments of great political
conflict and histrocial drama, like
the McCarthy-Army hearings of the
'50's, the Watergate scandal of the
'70's and the recent Iran-Contra
hearings. Does this recurrent conflict
indicate that the balance of powers
is fundamentally out of balance? Or
is the idea of the balance of powers
basically sound?" Coquillette
questioned the panel.
A primary topic discussed by the
panel was the role of the judicial
system as expressed in the
Constitution, specifically how it has
related to the current hearings for the
nomination of Judge Robert H. Bork.
Drinan questioned Bork's support
of capital punishment based on its
place in the Constitution. He asked
how a judge should interpret the
Constitution. "If it is to be a literal
interpretation, then we couldn't
outlaw slavery," for example, he said.
"Just because something is
mentioned in the Constitution,
doesn't mean it's right," said Drinan.
"There are ten specific places where
slavery is mentioned in the
Constitution."
According to Drinan, world
situations today are different than
they were when the framers wrote
the Constitution. " There are 30,000
nuclear weapons in existence
threatening mass extinction. There
are 600 million under-nourished.
We are part of a whole new world
that the generations before us did
not know."

Drinan expressed the need to
"take the Constitution and translate
it to the world; put it into the global
structure.

"200 years ago, the thirteen
colonies needed unification and
separation of powers. Today, 159
nations need unification," Drinan
expressed.
He added a quote from Einstein.
"There is no salvation for
other than the
civilization
creation of a world government."
McMorrow emphasized that the
concept of a separation of powers
are words never mentioned in the
Constitution, but that Article 1,2 and
3, "compartmentalized" the
government into three distinct
branches.
Theframers set ud a separationof
powers, said McMorrow, while also
setting up a system of checks and
balances.
"How can we resolve the
tension?" asked McMorrow.
She used as one example of the
tension balance the confirmation of
Bork. "Should the Senate give great
deference to competency or
integrity?"
McMorrow said to answer this,
one must go back to Marbury v.
Madison when the judicial branch
was first given the power to interpret
the Constitution. "The President's

..

activity is purely political. The
power of the Supreme Court is not
purely political," she said.
The President's nomination of a
judge to the Supreme Court, said
McMorrow, is with the "advice and
consent" of the Senate.
She expressed her concern about
the nature of the "advice and
consent" by the Senate. "The power
should be discreetly used," she

Heights
Phot

added.

Brown described the separation of
powers as disputes between the
Executive and Legislative branches,
giving the Iran-Contra investigations
as one example.
Reducing government influence
on the federal judicial branch, the
Constitution adjudicators, said
Brown, can be carried out through
the use of the doctrine of standing.
Standing is the process of a case
getting into court. Brown expressed
a need to tighten standing.
"Standing is built on a single idea;
(the idea of balance of power."
"The court lacks the political
legitimacy of the elected branches,"
said Brown. "It's ajudication that
looks like policy-making."
Brown added, "The relaxation of
standing is inherently related to the
expansion of judicial power. This is
a shift away from the democratic
form of government."

by

Le

Pel grin
Panelists discuss the issues of separation of powers today.
In response to Drinan's claim that
Bork changed his published
opinions from 1971 to get the job on
impossible.
problem,
according to Brown, the Supreme Court, Brown said that
A
specific
is the
role of the judicial Bork didn't change his views to get
power. "It's wrong to suppose that a job. According to Brown, Bork
the business of the courts is to listened to the responses and
propose solutions to Constitutional criticisms to his 1971 article,'
problems."
publishing his views at the time.
"This is how development ofideas
Brown said the Bork hearings are ought to take place," expressed
"about many things," specifically Brown. "I would hate to see a person
about the proper role of the judiciary sitting on the Supreme Court who
and Bork's philosophy of judicial was impervious to the opinions of
restraint.
others."

According

to

Drinan,

the

democratic solution of standing is
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Work Study Job at
Harvard Medical
School
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Salerno stands for compassion

(cJpoJh9A*'l3/ 500 lecture al the- cost of B-C. Peasants

A vote for Rose is a vote for compassion.
A vote for Rose may also be a vote for Boston College.
"Rose" is Boston College Chaplain Rosaria Salerno, who is running for Boston
City Council in tomorrow's preliminary election. Salerno hasreceived a number
of endorsements, and we at The Heights would like to add our endorsement
to that list.

We strongly encourage all Boston College students, faculty and staff who are
registered to vote in the City of Boston to go to the polls tomorrow, and vote.
While no one can predict what a candidate's actual voting record will be,
it is highly unlikely that Salerno will engage in "BC bashing" as othercandidates
have. Unfortunately for the University, anti-BC rhetoric has been used by a
number of candidates to win favor with very vocal neighborhood activists. Salerno
has run a much more respectable campaign based on real city-wide issues.
A self-described "pro-family" candidate, Salerno supports affordable housing and child care, two very serious issues facing the City. Her scope goes beyond
family issues, addressing the needs of the city. Salerno has also worked on a

trash disposal plan.
Salerno, a former Benedictine nun, espouses values not found in all politicians. She is the kind of candidate who seeks to serve her constituents, not one
who is seeking to be served by the office. Salerno has been at Boston College
for nine years. As a Jesuit institution, BC takes pride in the ability to infuse ethics
into secular fields. Rosaria Salerno is the type of candidate who would bring
ethics with her to the City Council.

Arrest trend a good sign

Letters

Siragusas respond
To the editor:
I am writing in angry response
to a shoddy piece of irresponsible journalism in the September
14 issue of The Heights concerning my father, Peter C. Siragusa
and his resignation as Director
of the Boston College Band.
Allow me to clarify the facts, expose the disloyalty and ingratitude of certain Boston College administrators, and address
the allegations which were
made against my father who was
not given the courtesy of a
phone call to find out his side of

the story before it was published. After 33 years of loyal service
to Boston College, I believe that
he deserves words of praise and
tribute from an institution that
greatly benefitted from his time
and talents, not a smarmy piece
of unsubstantiated half-truths
and innuendos.
First, you should know that
Joseph Casey, acting Director of
the Boston College Band was a
trusted friend of my father and
our family for 25 years. Joe
Casey, Tony Autori and my father
continued on next page

Catholicism and Location are
important to Boston College

Things seem to be quieting down off-campus. Each week for the past three,
police have reported fewer arrests of Boston College students in Brighton.
To the Editor:
It seems as though there is an increased awareness among students about the
Just a few comments re: Tomconsequenses of their behavior off campus. In the first weeks of the semester, my Kurtz' piece on the new
College :30 public serBC students have been bombarded with information abouth their rights and Boston
announcement,
which ran
responsibilities. UGBC has published a booklet. The Deans have sent letters vice
in the September 14 issue of The
and released statistics. The Heights covers the issue extensively. All are trying Heights.
to get the message across: students are paying for their illegal activity off campus.
Dean for Student Development Robert Sherwood says he feels the message
Throughout the conversation
I had with Mr. Kurtz about the
has sunk in, and that he hopes the improvement continues.
understanSo do we. As students, we do not want to see our fellow students place spot, he exhibited
ding of the points I was trying to
themselves in legal jeopardy. We hope that people become informed and stay convey. When I read his article,
informed.
however, I saw that some of those
Off-campus students: Realize that you share your neighborhood with work- points had been muddied conin the translation.
ing families and elderly residents. A number of these residents have organized siderably
For one, at no time did I refer
to combat student partying in what they see as "their" neighborhood. We apto Boston College as having
plaud efforts to view the neighborhood as one students, families and the elder- been protrayed as "a holy place
of worship" in the last producly share.
What I did say was, the emtion.
On-campus students: Realize that your schoolmates who live in Brighton are
phasis on hymnal music and
being arrested and prosecuted for hosting large parties in their apartments. As stained glass gave viewers the
a result, fewer and fewer of them are hosting parties where uninvited students mistaken impression that Boston
are welcome. Police then turn their attention to groups of students searching College is an extremely
parochial institution, which is
for a party.
not the case.
As Sherwood says, the message is sinking in. We hope the trend continues,
Furthermore, while writing
that the new PSA attempts to
and that fewer BC students find themselves on the wrong side of the law.
focus less on locale
more on
and

Boston College's singular
qualities as a Jesuit university,
with all the academic, ethical
and service commitments that
implies, is correct
to report
that I said Boston College is "in
Boston.' So what?" and that
"We're a Catholic school.
Great." is to take substantial
liberties with both the context of
my responses and my speech
?

pattern.

These liberties could have been
occasioned by the fact that Mr.
Kurtz appeared to take limited

notes during our exchange.

While paraphrasing has its
place, quotations should be as
literal as possible.
I don't believe Mr. Kurtz meant
to misrepresent my remarks;
nonetheless, I would have appreciated more attention to accurate citation
a hallmark of
good journalism. A number of
the quotes were misrepresentations, which makes me wary of
communicating with The
Heights again.
Patricia A. Delaney
Office of Communications
?
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Commentary

Hart not all 'Monkey Business'

By MICHAEL FARBER

Gary Hart was almost President of
the United States. Gary Hart might
still become President of the United
States.
Why is it then that a vast majority
of Boston College students could
not care less about what Hart has to
say regarding the world's most
troubled area, the Middle East? One
name tells all - Donna Rice.
Sure ticket sales have been brisk
for Hart's Wednesday appearance at
Roberts Center. But for what
reasons? Certainly not to hear a
former United States Senator who
sat on the Armed Services Committee talk about " The Crisis in the
Middle East." It's only upon listening to the comments made by
students in line to buy tickets that
an accurate indication of their

continued from page six
were legitimately distressed over
pay and benifit issues, enough so

that the three of them threatened to resign if the administration
continued to refuse to deal with
their grievances. While my father
was out of town, Joeassured him
that he would "take care of
everything", and clearly did so,
by working out an agreement
with Kevin Duffy, Vice President
For Student Affairs that would
elevate Joe to Acting Director
and leave my father twisting in
the wind. (Small consolation
that even Jesus Christ endured
the calculated betrayal of a
friend.)

Your article implies that my
father's record as Music Direc-

I

motives to see Hart comes to light.
Take the conversation of two
students in line in front of me:
Student A: "Is there a question and
answer session afterwards?"
Student B: "I don't know - he'd be
crazy to have one."
Student A: "Well I hope there is,
because the first thing I'd ask him is
how good Donna was. "

My first thought upon hearing that
comment was that they were joking.
But I continued to hear similar comments from almost every Boston
College student I spoke to about

Hart's visit. When pressed, the
students knew nothing of Hart's past
academic and political accomplishments, or just how much
time the former Senator had spent
since 1984 putting out detailed position papers on a wide array of issues

tor for the Boston Public Schools
was connected to his leaving
Boston College. If that is true,
this is the first we've Heard of it.

But, since you raise the issue of
the Boston College Band using

instruments of the public
schools, let me make it quite
clear that this policy was wellknown and that the instruments
were on loan to the college. It is
no secret that my father often
had to implore for more instruments, better uniforms and
all the accoutrements that go into making a band on of national
renown. Although his own
renumeration from the college
was exceedingly low, (one of the
issues in the dispute) he fought
hard to insure that the Band had

the

~
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ranging from education to United had ready for him. This included
States - Sovietrelations. Hart's " new questions about Donna Rice and
ideas " now have the beef in them any incidents of adultry that may
that Walter Mondale pointed out have occurred during his twentywas lacking in 1984.
eight year marriage. Hart had a
responsibility to everyone he let
What these same BC students did down to answer these questions,but
know is what the "Monkey once is enough.
Hart's objective
Business" is, even if they are clueless now is to "stimulate
a constructive
as to what the acronym SALT stands debate" during
the
1988
Presidenfor. (Just in case, it stands for Strategic tial campaign.
Arms Limitation Treaty) Bimini, not
Gary Hart is no longer a public ofexactly the world's most important
foriegn port, drew more name ficial or candidate for President in
1988. He is a private citizen with an
recognition than Kuwait, a country
for whom hundreds of American inmeasurable amount of knowledge
sailors are putting their lives on the as to how America works. Sure the
Donna Rice incident might be more
line for.
interesting, but it no longer has any
September Bth, Gary Hart went relevance whatsoever. Hart has
before the entire nation and answered all the questions, and
answered any question the nation's since he is no longer running for
toughest interviewer, Ted Koppel, anything, there is no doubt that his

private life is exactly that: private.

all of the equipement and tle about is Boston politics. My
respect they deserved. Ask any father was mentioned in the
current or former Band member Boston Globe as a potential canwhere his heart lay and where a didate for Boston City Council
lifelime of love and energy has and shortly thereafter a vendetgone. You will hear from them ta of innuendo was initiated from
the expression of disappointe- certain quarters. My father comment and outrage with the mited no crime and that has
Boston Colllege administration been admitted, but instead of
that we in the Siragusa Family paying tribute to a man who
are hearing each day over this gave his heart and soul to
issue.
building a fantastic band, Boston
Finally, you infer that the College has chosen to abandon
Boston Finance Committee him, ignore his requests for
found a "petty cash" discrepan- discussion and allow the halfcy in my father's department but truths and outright lies to
fail to mention the amount. It continue.
was for $9.85. (My father wrote
I doubt that Tommy Kurtz
a check for ten dollars and told dreamed up this article on his
them to keep the change!) What own; rather, I suspect that those

gain from my father's leaving
Boston College, or who wanted
to assuage their own guilty consciences had something to do
with it. So much for the "Boston
College Family" we all hear so
much about. Our family is finding out the hard way the
hollowness of that phrase. You
do what you are told, accept
what you get or suffer the indignity of being smeared and
dropped like a stone. This is experience, not rhetoric. We are
seeing the "charity" firsthand
that the Holy Father called all
Catholics to practice and if this
experience is any example, it's
not a pretty sight.
Stephanie Marie Siragusa
Brighton, MA

your neophite reporter knows lit-

%

who either had something
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Brother 300Melectronic typewriter (not
shown). Features a built-in 5,000 character
memory. Word-Out correction full-line lift-off

Reg. 189.95

Unfortunately BC students are not
that much different from the rest of
America. We live in a sensationalist
society that thrives on scandal,
especially when sex is involved. The
media, which is in constant touch
with the pulse of the country, knows
this and gives America what she
wants. There may be times when this
is appropriate, in Hart's case about
four months ago. But Gary Hart, the
candidate, is dead for 1988.
Whatever we need to keep in mind
about his private life died with his
candidacy. Even the media is beginning to recognize this, and so must
we. Gary Hart, the intellectual, is
coming to Boston College this
Wednesday. Let's forget about
Bimini and learn more about that
other foriegn port, Kuwait.
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NEED EXTRA $$$?
TRY TEMP!

Specialists

Concert Pianist

Make this year count. Work at some of the
most prestigious companies in town... Meet
new people... earn a toppayrate... all while
working on the most flexible temporary
assinments around. Full and part-time work
is available NOW.
COME IN TODAY!
Brookline 1330 Beacon St. 734 - 7199
120 Tremont St. 357 8300
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science, math and engineering
problems are. Then we designed our

calculators aroundthem. The result:
the TI-60 and the new TI-65 are
both packed with built-in functions.
Plus, there are programming steps to
speed you through repetitive calculations. But even though both can
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"For the few who qualify for
J.P Morgan's Audit-Plus program,
the rewards are many"
We're very selective about the people we choose
for our Audit-Plus program, and we attract very
selective candidates. We look for business students
with a strong academic record, superior communication skills, and the capacity to understand the
balance between profitability andrisk. What we
offer you is a chance to develop your management
skills quickly by working in the auditing or financial areas of a leading global firm. We also give you
quality training, practical experience on diverse
projects, and the opportunity to 8888888888881
1
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Information Presentation

performance. If you're interested
in the challenge at J.E Morgan,
meet with us at the time and

place indicated.

Wednesday, September 23
6:30-7:30 p.m.
Devlin Hall
Room 103

JPMorgan
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f YOU HAVE NOTHING TO LOSE BUT YOUR VOICE.

HOWL YOUR HEAD OFF!
WOLF'S HEAD® MOTOR OIL PRESENTS HOWL-OFF'B7.
THE ULTIMATE TEST OF WHO HOWLS BEST.
Top Four Howlers In America Win:
An All-Expense Paid Trip To Springfest '88 in Daytona
For The 'Howl-Off " Finals, Plus $500 Spending Money!
#1 HowlerWins:
An All-Expense Paid Trip To The'BB Indy 500,
Plus $ 1,000 Spending Money!

Top Twenty Finalists From Each Campus Win:
An Official Howl-Off'B7 Cap And T-Shirt!
All Entrants Receive:
A Commemorative Howl-Off '87
Plus Drawings For Free Cases Of [
Quality Wolf's Head Motor Oil!
Thursday, September 24
7:30 PM (just prior to the MTV New Music College Tour concert)
Theßatt

The Dust Bowl (During The MTV Product Showcase)
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Students made aware of violence in S. Africa
their problems" and widespread had discussions with both sides, the Apartheid and history is repeated to
violence broke out throughout the violence of 1986 would not have some degree."
occured.
The massacre of six million Jews
state, she added.

Continued from page 3

In 1984, due to rent hikes, poor
education, harassment, and no
representation, the "raging cauldron
of poor working conditions"
exploded with "pent up emotions,"
according to Mandella.
The Black people of South Africa
realized that there was "no
immediate or long term solutions to

Twenty five years ago, Nelson
Mandella stated, "Change in South
Africa cannot be achieved
peacefully. We are forced to
counteract violence with violence."
Maki Mandella commented that,
"If the South African government
had withdrawn their violence and
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"The youth in South Africa," was not done in a day, said
claims Mandella, "Are determined Mandella. Britain, France, and other
not to give up the struggle." countries failed to address the
According to Mandella, there are problem, she added, stating that the
emotions and feelings of the Blacks world failed to act promptly, and
"the massacre of six million Jews
that cannot be suppressed.
"The soil of South Africa is haunts the world tody."
drenched with the blood of
"The same can be said of South
innocents," she said. "Violence in
South Africa by the Black people Africa," observed Mandella. "The
was forced upon them by the White laws in South Africa are
discriminatory and oppressive. The
racist regime."
Mandella compared Apartheid Blacks are being removed from their
with the Jewish holocaust and cited ancestral lands and being relocated
several striking similarities. "Now in barren ghettos."
Mandella described the economic
the world is faced with the threat of

MISS MASSACHUSETTS-U.SA PAGEANT HEADQRTS., Dept. WT
222 Newbury Street, 2nd Floor, Boston, MA 02116

Your letter MUST include a recent snapshot, brief biography and PHONE NUMBER.

FINAL DEADLINE IS SEPTEMBER 26, 1987
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SENIORS come have fun on the New Boston
on Friday, October 2; Bpm -12 am.

Tickets: $10 can be purchased at Mod
40A or the Alumni Office
(Putnam House, Newton Campus)

* Semi-formal * DJ * Dancing * Cash Bar *
Sponsor: Student Alumni Council 1988
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If only typewriters let you proofread your
work before they printed it on the page.
M

What a mess!
You've just proofread your term paper
and it's got typos, spelling errors and
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Now, you can't hand in a paper like this.
So no matter how tired you are, you've
got to retype the entire thing.
That is, unless you typed it on

The Videowriter solves all
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Take the most obvious one:
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it just means pressing the key marked "delete." That's
all. Because you type your work on a
screen before you print it on a page.
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Well, If you use a Videowriter you won't
have to go to the school library to look
for a copier machine.
have to look for is the
y° u
k

fill W
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and the Videowriter will make
And because your work is auto-

more than type.
.^^^^Sk^>\u25a0 «$k " : i~* w *^"*"That's
Jiff a lotbecause
the word proxm.zW
just
goon and on.
cessing
features
**"***:What's more, we sell the
Videowriter® Word
,s

edits.
And how about those bigger problems
like wanting to rearrange paragraphs?
On an ordinary typewriter you have to "cut and
paste" them.
On a Videowriter you only have to press the key
i?. L
marked move and then *indicate
the area you want
it moved to. It's that simple.
It spells.
What happens when you're typing and you come
to a word you can't spell?
On an ordinary typewriter you have to stop typing,
find a dictionary and look it up.
Not so on a Videowriter. Spelling problems can be
corrected simply by pressing the key marked 'spell."
___?!,?

buttons and it does the counting for you.
It makes multiple copies.
From time to time you want a copy of

?

?

?
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Processor for around the price of a good electronic
typewriter,
And that's quite a bargain when you consider
the amount of time it'll save you. Time you can
spend doing the work for your other classes.
You would do that, wouldn't you?
NAP Coniumer Electronics Cu.p A North Amenran Philips Cumudiiv

Ii

Apply 2-4:30
See Bud Hubley
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counts words.

If you've ever had a teacher tell you to write a
thOUSand WOrd eSSay, yOU knOW What a pain It IS
trying to count your words.
On an ordinary typewriter you have to do it with
your finger.
But on a Videowriter you can press a mere two

immiL_r

Videowriter*is a registered trademark of North American Philips Consumer Electronics Corp.
\u25a0> m
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$6/hour
Floor cleaning
McElroy dining room
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and political conditions in South
Africa as in a precarious position.
"Another storm is gathering at thetip
of South Africa."
Referring to the rise of western
"supporters" who claim to be
working strenuously to end
Apartheid, Mandella stated,
"Despite the pretenses, Apartheid
can never be overcome by
negotiation. To deny this effect is to
indulge in fantasy."
explained
Mandella
the
importance of sanctions against the
South African government and
South Africa's shifting position in
negotiation. "Aparthied is a crime
against humanity," she said, and we
must declare war to "bring the racist
South African government to their
knees."
Large companies such as IBM,
GM, and others have expressed their
abhorrences against Apartheid by
withdrawing their investments in
South Africa, according to
Mandella. This, she details, should
not cause second thoughts about
taking jobs away from Blacks. Many
Blacks do not have jobs or they can't
support their family from their
wages, according to Mandella.
"Sanctions have an effect on
South African Blacks but they [large
companies] are only there to make
profits. If companies refuse to pull
out of South Africa, they are not
helping the the Blacks and they
don't have their [the Black people's]
interests at heart," added Mandella.
Mandella praised the Reagan
administration for placing sanctions
against South Africa and called for
widespread support and sanctions
because the sanctions hurt the
White, racist South African
government the hardest.
economy,
The
Mandella
explained, is based upon cheap
labor of the Blacks. "The miner's
strike," for example, "demonstrates
the power of the Black worker on the
political force."
Mandella's concluding remarks
were, "Please, let us not rest until
Apartheid is destroyed. Bring the evil
system of Aparthied down for our
generation and generations yet to lie
born."
Rev. J. Donald Monan, SJ,
President of Boston College, said BC
has, tor several years, gjven
scholarships
to
support
approximately thirty Black students
in South African Universities.
Mandella's invitation to speak at
BC was coordinated by Dave
Masters, Vice President of AHANA
(Afro-American, Hispanic, Asian,
and Native American) and Geoff
Smith, the Director of the UGBC
Social Justice Lecture Series. The
lecture "packed the house", 670
tickets were sold for the event.
For the premier of this year's
UGBC Social Justice Lecture Series,
Lum claims that, "Miss Mandella
was a most appropriate person to
open the lecture series. She serves
as a symbol of hope, perseverance,
and fortitude."
If anyone would like to help or
find out more information about
apartheid, you can write to NEC)
Administrator, Post Office Box 3609,
Durban 4000, Natal, South Africa.

FOR HAIRCUTTING
STYLISTS' WORKSHOP
UNDER PROFESSIONAL
FREE OF CHARGE
TUESDAY NIGHTS
7:00-9:00 pm
AT GIACOMO SOLON
508 COMM. AYE.
KENMORE SQUARE
437-1313
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Every Wednesday at 7:30 pm

I

Cushing Chapel.

Full and Part Time Jobs
Drivers: $8$ 12 per hour
Inside Crew: $5 per hour
Flexible Hours

The most
successful college fe
graduates
Q
have a uniform
o

Weekends

Apply after 4:00 PM
782-5655
783-5930
160 Chestnut Hill Aye.
435 Fanueil St.

|

appearance.

Dress for success.
Enroll in the Army Reserve Officers' Training
Corps, and you could graduate with the
privilege of wearing the proud gold bars of a
second lieutenant as well as a cap and gown.
Army ROTC is the college elective that gives
you an opportunity to learn, and practice,
management skills. Experience leadership
styles and motivational techniques. And gain
the self-confidence that can spell success in
any career, civilian or military.
Start that career with the advantages only
Army ROTC can give you.Talk to your
Professor of Military Science, today.
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GET MORE INFORMATION FROM HIE
STUDENT DEVELOPMEI-n: OFFICE
OR CALL: 437-2375 OR
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JOIN A CLASS TODAY!!!
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Flywith the finest.
Get your career off to a flying start. Become a
Marine aviator. If you're a college freshman,
sophomore or junior, you could qualify for
our undergraduate Officer Commissioning
Program and be guaranteed flight school
after graduation. All training is conducted

?-?->.,

during the summer. There are no on-campus
drills. Plus, you receive $100 a month during
the school year.
Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer
Commissioning Program and attend training

after graduation.
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734-6700
am 7:30 pm Tues. Sat.
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$10.00 off on all hair services
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This is an excellent opportunity to prove yourself amongst thebest and start off
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making from $17,000 to $23,000
a year. See if you measure up.
Check out the Marine Corps Offi- fr|r^7
cer Commissioning Programs. X§7
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JUNIORS
To inquire about our Guaranteed Aviation Program
SOPHOMORES
McElroy today
as well as our Ground Officer and Law Programs, see Captain Mike Dun ford in
and tomorrow from 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM or call collect
451-3012

FRESHMEN
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Domino's Pizza Delivers

All Welcome!
Rev. Anita Lofgren Nuboer
Tel: 734-6149
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Protestant
Worship Services
in
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SPECIALS
INTRODUCING: PARTY PLATTERS

'comes with bleu cheese & heaps of tries
THE JUNIOR 20-30 lbs. fit «1 85/lb.
THE MIDLAND3O-50 lbs. @ »1 80/lb.
THE MONSTER 50 lbs. & over® »1.75/Ib.
?please call 1 hour in advance
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BBQ (Plain),
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Buttery 880

Garlic Butter
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MonerallaSticks

Breaded mushrooms'
Breaded zuchlnnl strips*
?y Breaded cauliflower
rings
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"NTS $2.95
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French vanilla

*

Butter Pecan

783-BIRD
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BEN AND JERRYS ICE CREAM
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FAST, FRS, DELIVERY

vanilla Chocolate Chunk

FRANK XAVIER SALONS
35NEWBURY ST. BOSTON

S"

267-7107

sSs

NEWTON CENTER
751 BEACON ST.
964-6640

J FRANK XAVIER HAIR IS AEvWS ON HIS MIND J

GIMBEL'S Discount Liquors

1637 Beacon Street, Washington Square, Brookline 566-1622
Open Monday Saturday, 9am- 1 1 pm We honor: MasterCard, VISA AmEx
?

;

WINE SALE! 2 for $5.

WINE COOLER SALE

Barolet French Burgundy, Couvee Rouge, Nadia New England Wine Cooler 2 Liter
Chardonnay, Nadie Cabernet Savignon, Craberi White Sun Country Wine Cooler 2 Liter
Zinfandel, Corovin Naturel Peach

BORDEAUX WINE SALE
$3.99 each, $43. per case

$1.99
$2.99

LIQUOR
$8.49

Baron dc la Rique-Red, Mitterne Cabernet Sauvignon, Orloff Vodka 1.751, 80 proof
TremontCabernet Sauvignon, Reserve deCostis-white, Surfside Gin 1.751, 80 proof
Chateau Lamothe-white, Chateau Bel Air-white,
Chateau Tertre dc Launay.

\u25a0JUL)

BEER BUST

case price, plus deposit.

pack

Hopfenperle (Swiss)

$8.49
$8.49

3*9.9-/
$3.99

24-12 oz. cans loose, warm

IMPORTS

I

°

Kroph (German)

choose from the following, price plus deposit

Swinkel's (Holland)

The Wine Specialists
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Trojans triumph over Eagles, end win streak
By JOHN VALENTE
Heights Sports Editor
LOS ANGELES, CA.

- Fourth down

and two yards to go. The ball is on
your opponents thirty-three yard
line. Your team is down six points.
This is big time college football in
front of 46,000 fans and a national
television audience.
You approach the line and prepare

to take the snap from center, seeing
the defensive ends are going to be
coming to hard and fast, trying to rip

your head off.
You're audible, telling your tight

Delmar Chesley, an inside
linebacker for USC. He makes the
biggest tackle of his career.
"I didn't see the guy and he hit me
from the left but I really thought I
had made the first down," said
Power. "I was sure I made it."
The officials brought out the
chains and the tip of the ball fell just
short of the stick, falling with it were
the hearts and hopes of the Eagle
coaches, players and supporters as
they lost 23 -17 to the University of
Southern California.
The USC fans went bonkers. The
band went wild and the Trojan ran

BC Receiving Leaders vs. USC

.. .

Waddle
Flutie

No
5
4

end to do a quick down and across
pattern and drop back to pass.
Here come those ends. Look to
the tight end
Where is he? Look
to .he right... Flutie's covered. Look
to the left
so's Waddle.
Those defenders are getting
awfully close and they've sacked
you four times today.
A space opens up right in front of
you. The first down is within your
Should you run? Here
grasp
comes the defense
You know you
can make it
You take off.
"I panicked," said Boston College
quarterback Mike Power. "I tried to
get it on my own."
From out of nowhere comes

. .. ..

Yds
85
46

Lg
32
15

Td
0
0
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around the field on a white horse.
This was big time college football
and in order to win your team must
execute.

"We just didn't make plays in key
situations," said head coach Jack
Bicknell. "I'm not disappointed in
the way we played, we just didn't
make the big plays and that's

by

Steve

frustrating."
"We have no excuses we didn't
make the big plays and Southern Cal
did."
Big plays indeed, two bombs
burned the BC secondary for two
touchdowns. "Two bombs can take
the air out of you," noted Bicknell.
The first big play for the Trojans

Gerrick MacPhearson falls behind John Jackson who went ahead to score USC's final touchdown.
came with first and ten on their own
47 yard line. USC quaterback
Rodney Peete (248 yards, 2
touchdowns) fired deep to split end
Ken Henry.
He got by BC weak safety Steve
Williams, caught the ball on the BC
15 and ran it in for the touchdown.
It gave USC al3 -10 lead they would
not relinquish.

Spud springs at Roberts

Men's Soccer

"There's no way you can give the
secondary help deep," said Bicknell.
"They've got to keep the ball in front
of them."
The second bombardment of the
Boston College secondary occurred
in the fourth quarter, just after BC
had cut the lead to six points by
virtue of Brian Lowe's 44 yard field
goal four seconds into the period.

Fitzparick

This pass traveled some 51 yards
from Peete to John Jackson who flew
by Gerrick MacPhearson when Mac
was beaten on a wide out.
"You've just got to say that you
won't give up the big play when
you're back there," said Bicknell.
"You can let them get the short
stuff but nothing deep."
USC continued on page 18

Wet- n-Wild contest ends 2 - 2
By PAUL-JON MCNEALY

The men's soccer team tied
Syracuse 2-2 in a wet an' wild one
at Alumni Stadium Friday night.
Wet. Tropical storm Bertha. Both

Heights
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and slipped back into the lead five Vie Mercurio with eighteen minutes
minutes later to take a 2-1 edge. left in the half.

Syracuse continued to control
Orangeman Scott Owsiany sloshed
past the BC defense to nudge the play in the half, working the give and
go very well. BC had two more
ball past Ziffino.
scoring opportunities on corner
Not only did Syracuse take the kicks, but could convert neither
lead, but while trying to stop the before seeking warmth in the locker
shot by Owsiany, Ziffino was slid rooms at half time.
The Eagles came out flying in the
into and injured his left knee.
second
He had to be carried off the field
half with a change of
and was icing down the knee after apparell. One minute and thirty
the game and was on crutches. It is seconds into play, sophomore Greg
expected that Ziffino will be out at O'Brien blasted one from thirty

teams were completely drenched
before warm-ups ended. The
Charles River was re-routed through
the sidelines. Wet.
Wild. At the fourty minute mark
of the first half, Syracuse scored first
on a kick, set up by a crossing pass,
that beat BC goalie Peter Ziffino to
his left.
least one week, possibly more when yards out that Whitcomb had no
Seven minutes later, the the extent of the injury is known. chance on.
soccer continued on page 18
Orangemen had a corner kick
He was replaced by fellow Junior
opportunity that was knocked out of
bounds by Chris Pace, and the
ensuing kick was alsoknocked out,
this time by David Sullivan.
The third attempt was again
stopped by Sullivan, with some help
from Ara Barsamian. Three attempts.
None successful. Wild.
For the first twenty minutes of the
first haif, the Eagles had trouble
trying to clear it from their own end.

At the midway point in the half,
BC applied some pressure and a
penalty kick was called against
Syracuse for a foul.
Junior Jeff Monnes was elected to
by take it, and a good choice it was as
he blasted the ball past the
outstretched arms of Orangeman
goalie Chris Whitcomb to tic the
game at 1-1.
The goal was the first of Monnes
by
career. He was elected to take the
Boston College was full of professional athletes on Saturday.
shot
penalty
because he won a
Atlanta Hawk Spud Webb sponsored a mini-clinic for 8-18
shoot-out during practice Friday
year-olds in Roberts Center. He talked to the kids about saying
afternoon. It goes to show that
no to drugs and the importance of working hard in school. While
practice pays off. The shot was
Spud slam dunked, the Patriots worked out in Alumni Stadium.
perfect.
See page 16 for Pats pictures.
Syracuse came "storming" back. Chris Lugossy tried to keep his balance Friday night against Syracuse

Dan
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Eagle Sports
Water Polo loses in
Harvard tourney
BY ANIL ANYANTHAYA

Thursby, who made several saves.

Boston College's men's Water
team opened thier 1987
season with a six place finish in the
Eastern Water Polo Association
tournament at Harvard.
The Eagles lost the opener to
Fordham 17-10, then later came
back to defeat UMass 12-11 in
overtime.
Sunday they were defeated by
MIT 11-15.
In the opener against number one
;eed Fordham, the Eagles jumped
out to a 5-4 lead after in the first

three goals. Arrascada, Burns, and

Ueoka paced the Eagles with

Polo

quarter.

Fordham took command of the
game for good by scoring eight of
the next nine goals. BC was led by
tri-captains Ed Burns and Jonh
Arrascada who had two goals.
Richie MacDona!d, and Allen
Ueoka, who also tallied two goals.
Tri-captain Randy Teteah was
highly optimistic despite the loss.
"We looked impressive. They
had more composure, but we had
the faster swimmers. It's just a case
of putting two good halves
together."
Against UMass, the match was
close the entire way, with neither
team gaining a substantial
advantage.
The two teams finished regulation
tied at 11. BC and UMASS
remained deadlocked until, with 27
seconds left, Teteah scored the
game-winner.
The key in overtime, in addition
to Teteah's goal, was the
outstanding play of goalie Mike

Preview

Teteah each had two. Teteah was

extremely satisfied with the Eagles'
performance.
"We got strong play from the
bench and stronger defense. We
also had better composure. We're

looking very good."
Boston College's final opponent
of the tournament was MIT, a team
the Eagles had beaten in the past.
Suffering from what Teteah
described as "over-confidence"
and"a lack of team play," BC
found themselves down 5-0 at the

half.

The deficit was increased to 8-0
before BC could score a goal. The
Eagles played more as a team in the
second half and it showed, as at one
point the scored four unanswered

goals.
"It was a bad day," summed up
Teteah.
This was the third year for Boston
College to field a water polo team
at the intercollegiate level.
There is limited funding, most of
which goes to travel, so none of the
players are on scholarship.
Steve Pihe, a BC alumnus and
former coach at Harvard, holds the
position of coach, but it is mostly
an advisory role at practices.
Losing two starters from last
season, the team returns Randy
Teteah and John Arrascada, both
three year starters.
Other standouts include Richie
MacDonald, a sophomore from
Polo continued on page 17

O'Brien's
Surgery
succesful

September 21, 1987

Notes:

Heights Sports

Men's basketball coach Jim
O'Brien underwent surgery this
week on his back and neck. His
surgery was successful and he has
left St. Elizabeth's.

\u25a1
The women's volleyball team
received visitors from the west coast
this week. Fresno-Pacific handed
BC a tough loss, winning 2 of 3
games at the 'plex.
\u25a1

Ed Carroll and the men's golf
team placed 10th out of 50 teams
in the Army Tournament last
weekend at West Point.
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\u25a1
Men's sailing team placed 7th out
of 20 teams that raced in a
tournament at Medford.
D
Seniors Rob Kellan and Perry
O'Grady were named co-captains
of the 1987-88 men's lacrosse team.

\u25a1
The women's field hockey team
led by coach Sherren Granese beat

by

Dan

Raymond Berry, Steve Grogan and the Patriots worked out at Alumni.

URI 6-0 and Holy Cross 2-1 to
continue their winning ways.
U
Because of the U2 concert at
Sullivan Stadium the New England
Patriots worked out at Alumni
Stadium Staurday. They were
preparing for tonights game against
the N.Y.Jets.
G
Bill Romanowski was named
Cheverolet Player of The Game
during Saturday's nationally
televised game with USC.
Romanowski had 19 tackles, 12 of
them unassisted, helping his strong
bid for All-America honors.
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Can Paterno's champs defend?

By Thomas Kenney
Heights Staff Writer

over for Shaffer. Knizner has more
natural ability than Shaffer, but he
has already lost as many games (one)
as his predecessor lost in two full
seasons.

There are no rebuilding years at

Perm State.

The defending national
champions may have lost 21 key

performers to NFL camps this

Junior Blair Thomas should
handle most of the tailback chores.
Like Dozier, Thomas is a breakaway
runner who doubles as an
outstanding receiver.
He took a screen pass and bolted
67 yards for a touchdown in the
opener against Bowling Green.

Knizner's receiving crew may be
the best to ever grace State College.

up an obvious weakness.
Defensively, the Lions are
talented, but inexperienced. This
inexperience allowed weak Bowling
Green to pass for 288 yards in the
opener. One week later Heisman
candidate Bobby Humphreys ran
through Perm State for 221 yards as
the Tide rocked the Lions.

It is still early in the season, look
for the defense to be solid by the
time Perm State invades Sullivan
Stadium. Paterno always has and
always will win with defense.
As usual, the defense is built
around the linebackers. Seniors Trey
Bauer and Pete Giftopoulos (the
hero of last year's Fiesta Bowl) will
teach the newcomers by example.
Tackles Pete Curkendall and Rich
Schonewolf must develop into first
rate players in a hurry.
The secondary is a big question

mark. Only cornerback Eddie

Johnson

returns. The play of local
hero Sherrod Rainge (Brockton H.S.)
at free safety could make or break

this unit.
Offensively, the Lions play it very
conservative. They should run at BC,
hoping to play ball control and lull
the Eagles to sleep. Then they will
turn to big play men Roundtree and

Matt Knizner will try to replace

summer, but life goes on for the
Nittany Lions, who have been to 15

bowl games over the past 16 years.
Coach Joe Paterno may have to
shuffle around his players to find the
right combination, but his team can
play with any in the country.
Don't let the Alabama fiasco fool
you, Perm State is still the team to
beat on the east coast.
Offensively, Paterno has to replace
last year's mainstays, quarterback
John Shaffer and tailback D.J. Dozier.
Senior Matt Knizner has taken

John Shaffer for

Penn State.

Ray Roundtree and Michael
Timpson are explosive deep threats
while Jim Coates compliments them
with his fine control receiving. Tight
end Paul Pomfret is a great blocker
who can hurt defenses if ignored.
Veterans Mike Wolf (Center) and
Steve Wisniewski (Right Guard)
head what should be a more than
adequate offensive line.
The one problem is at left tackle,
where untested seniors Mark Sickler
and Stephen Davis will try to sure

Timpson.
On defense Perm State comes
right after you. They dare you to run,
then shut you down. They can be
beat downfield.

Look for BC to challenge Knizner,
hoping his inexperience will lead to
turnovers. Offensively the Eagles will
try to get the ball downfield to their
receivers, who may be too strong for
the Lions' defensive backs.
Last Year Perm State beat BC,
26-14, in the return of prodigal son
Shawn Halloran, who began his
personal comeback in the second
half. This year's game should mark
justanother step in the maturation
of Eagle quarterback Mike Power.

DaSilva
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Cross Country

Harriers split with USC
By JOHN VALENTE
Heights Sports Editor

veterans from the New England

Championship

team, Weekes and
Alison Quelch who finished 3rd,
handled the course well.
"Grass is more difficult to run on
because you have to watch your
footing more, you can use spikes on
grass, on pavement like out here you
use racing flats," said Weekes.
Junior Jennifer Beck placed sth
and freshman Jenifer Rolfe finished
7th.
Other Eagles in the top ten were
junior Laurie Lennon in Bth and
former field hockey player Chris
D'Alessandro, a junior running her
first ever cross country race placed

LOS ANGELES, CA.- While neither
the men's or women's cross country
teams met up to their coach's
expectations in Saturday's dual meet
against USC the women's team did
manage a victory.
"Neither the men or the women
ran up to par," said head cross
country coach Randy Thomas. "But
the women have proven themselves
to be extremely talented. They can
run sub-par and win."
The women won 24 34 using a
scoring system which takes the first
five team finishers and adding up 9th.
their places of finish with the low
The men's team managed to place
score winning.
three members in the top ten as they
lost 18 38.
"We won quiteeasily even though
"The men can be good but unlike
they didn't run as well as they can," the women they cannot afford to be
said Thomas.
sub-par," said Thomas.
The race was won by BC
"Right now I honestly don't
co-captian Jennifer Weekes a senior believe that the class athletes are
who is a seasoned veteran on the excited enough to fulfill their
cross country team. Weekes made potential. I think that there are
quick work of the course on her way individuals who should make it a
to victory yet stressed that she started point to look at themselves in the
slower than usual.
mirror and ask if they like what they
"I went offslower than usual," said see."
Placing 4th in the<ace was junior
the senior. "The course had a hill
that was 700 meters and once you Mike Hersom the first BC finisher
got to the top you had to run down who noted the course was, "Real
tough, it was dry and hills. Somereal
a pretty steep downhill.
"Overall the course was very steep hills made it tough."
steep."
Also in the top ten for the Eagles
The course also consisted ofeither were freshman Dermot Fitzpatrick
dirt or pavement paths in contrastto in 6th and junior George Grant in
the eastern courses, mainly grass 7th. Senior co-captain Paul Plissey
surfaces which can lead to problems placed 12th and All-America
with footing. But the young BC standout Joe Rocha did not make the
team, with only two returning trip.

-
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Lowe's conversion proves successful for BC

as John Frank, tight end for the San
Francisco 49ers, as well as many
(Editor's note: this is the second other division one starters.
Lowe decided to play soccer
of a two part series on the two most at But
this
football powerhouse.
prominent walk-ons on the Boston
high school soccer coach
Lowe's
College football team, fullback Jim
Wilcher
said, "Brian was one
John
Turner and placekicker Brian Lowe.)
of the top three players I have ever
coached in soccer."
"I really like walk-ons," said head
Lowe feels that his athletic
coach Jack Bicknell. There are two diversity is an important component
good reasons why and Brian Lowe, which leads to his success today. "I
BC's placekicker is one of these.
feel if I specifically played football
Bicknell has not always felt this all my life I would have concentrated
way towards his standout kicker. on a different position. This would
After the spring of 1986 "I have taken away from my ability to
recognized him but didn't even kick."
know his name."
Lowe admits there were many

This is not the case any longer
when Lowe goes home to
Pittsburgh. "I left a big football town
as a soccer player. When I go home
now I am treated like the guys who
to me were once true superstars on
the football field."
Lowe does not only go home to
attitudes about him as a football
player. "Pittsburgh is a great family
town."
Lowe has great interest in his
family. He has a younger brother and
younger sister, as well as a cousin,
who lives with him in his
Mt.Lebanon home. Both his parents
are teachers in the Mt.Lebanon
School District.
Lowe is a junior in the School of
Education and has just started his
student teaching at Waltham High

by JAMES E.ROONEY

School.

"It would give me great pleasure
to be able to help someone else get

into college."
Lowe is very thankful for the
opportunity that his education has
given him, "I have a philosophy that
I'd like to give back to the institutions
that have given something to me.
Lowe's coaches, as well as his
parents, have pointed him towards
his goal of being an educator.
Coach Wilcher feels Brian's
heritage is teaching, "whatever he
does, he'll be a fine teacher and
probably a good coach."
One of Lowe's biggest sources of
pride
is his home. As BC's kicker he
by
enjoyed his most memorable
moment close to home.
Against West Virginia, only thirty
miles away from Mt.Lebanon he
kicked a BC record, four field goals
in one game.
"My whole season was geared
Brian Lowe has provide a much needed lift to BC's kicking game
toward that game. I was injured that
That spring Lowe decided to try changes he had to face when he
week, but I was determined to play
sports.
"[Football]
the
switched
is
a
his soccer foot on
football field
in that game no matter what. It really
and luckily for BC's kicking game different game with a higher level of
meant a lot to me to play in front of
intensity. I really had to change my
the switch proved successful.
my family and friends."
Last fall it became obvious that the frame of mind."
This same West Virginia game
Art Walker, the football coach at
kid was talented. "This kid" sure has
revealed a new side of Lowe, it was
thefirst time Lowe kicked barefoot.
been displaying his talent ever since. Mt. Lebanon High School, feels
This like so many other
Lowe last season was 30-32 on some responsibility for at least
this
frame
goals.
beginning
change
to
of
discoveries, was arrived at by
PAT's and 17-25 on field
This
accident. "It was something that
year he is 10-10 on PAT's and 1- 2 on mind. "We were looking for
field goal attempts.
someone who could kick off. Lowe
happened one day in practice, I was
leg,
and
very
through
had
a
strong
always
Lowe was not
frustrated and I kicked my shoe off.
confident, "I
an
between
Coach
"Then I decided I would try to
agreement
somewhat
would
was
intimidated. I
kick the ball without a shoe. I kicked
question, why should I try? But I felt Wilcher and myself Lowe was able
the ball into the end zone. The
that I had a great opportunity and to be our kick off man."
had to explore it."
Walker did not realize quite the
coaches asked if I could do that
again.
When Lowe walked- on to BC's discovery he had made. "Lowe was
"I kicked five consecutive balls
squad it was not his first opportunity a little rough around the edges on
in athletics. Lowe came from a field goals and extra points." So,
prominent football high school in Lowe spent the rest of that year as a
top notch soccer goalie who also
Western Pennsylvania.
kicked
off for the football team.
A school that hails such standouts

Heights
Phot

Steve

into the end zone. Consequently, I
have felt comfortable with this style
ever since."
Lowe continues on this subject by
explaining the problems of wearing
only one shoe. "In cold weather I
have to wear a boot on the sideline."
"In the 'Mud Bowl' against Holy
Cross I had no traction and no
choice but to wear two shoes."
Lowe a man who finds it difficult
to wear two shoes, talked about why
he thinks that people view kickers
as strange.
"People say kickers are goofy
because they are on the sidelines
goofing around all of the time. We
do our own thing, we don't practice
with everyone else which presents
perfect situations for these
comments to

kickers."

be made about

Lowe may not be goofy in the true
sense of the word, but he is
definitely something of a free spirit.
"I'm a simple guy from Pittsburgh.
Sometimes this is taken differently
by New Englanders."
Lowe however, can not afford to be
much of a worrier. He has had much
?attention focused on him since last
year's very successful season.
Coach Bicknell says, "Lowe is
great handling the pressure, he's a
veteran who knows what to do. We
don't have to worry much about him
because he handles his own

problems."

Coach Bicknell gave him another

vote of confidence when he let Lowe
pick his own replacement holder for
the injured Scan Carmody who had
been Lowe's bread and butter man
as a holder.
Lowe accepts what pressure is put
on him and thrives on it,"I feel
getting questioned by the press so
often presents pressure because so
many other guys work just as hard
as I do but do not get the same
amount ofattention. This makes me
want to show that I'm not a fluke and inspires me to perform."
Lowe had performed well on the
field and in school. "I feel an
important part of my character
comes from the atmosphere in
Pittsburgh where the people are
wholesome. This helps me realize
that I have to go beyond being a
good athlete and work at being a
good person."
This is where Lowe's advice for
walk-ons begins. "A walk-on is going
to need alot of character. They are
going to have to really want what
ever they are seeking.
"They will need a lot of patience
because the coaches won't ask them
to start immediately. They'll have to
make their own breaks and put alot
of work into the game to succeed
but if they do succeed they can
enjoy their accomplishments so

much, more."

Lucidly,lowe recognizes that his

experiences

can be motivating

factors for others and he is glad he
took the chance.

Fitzpatrick

BC falls short in Tourney
polo continued from page 16
California, Allen Ueoka from
Hawaii, one of five freshmen on the
team, and Ed Burns, a senior.
The team, which last year
finished fourth in both the E.W.P.A.
England
and
the
New
Intercollegiate
Water Polo
Association, has high hopes of
finishing second behind Brown, a
nationally ranked squad.
To do that, they will have to
overtake Harvard and UMASS, BC's

two biggest rivals. Home games are
played at Blodgett Pool, because
BC's pool does not maintain a

regulation minimum depth of seven
feet. The team would like more fan
support, and deservedly so.
Water Polo is an interesting sport
which in some respects resembles
hockey. BC should have a very
successful season and it would be
nice for the students to share in that.
Next on the agenda is the first
N.E.I.W.P.A. tournament of the year
at Brown in two weeks.

Attention Sports
Writers!!
Meeting in Heights
Monday 4:30 pm

New Writers \Celcome

Heights
Phot

by

Steve

Fitzparick
Saturday at USC Lowe hyperextended his knee on this play

BC vs Perm State

Sept 26 7:30 Sullivan Stadium

Tickets for buses $1
This week at the Heights:
Sept.2l Women's soccer vs. Holy Cross
Sept.22 Men's tennis vs. BU
Men's soccer vs. Vermont
Sept.23 Women's volleyball vs. Harvard
Sept.24 Field Hockey vs. Springfield
Sept.26 Football vs. Perm State
Women's volleyball vs. Syracuse
Women's golf-ECAC
?

Blue Chips of Boston College

?
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Brewster

develops program over 12 years
demanding nature produce
victories.
In 1975, Ben Brewster arrived at
the 'Heights' after a three year stint
as an assistant at perennial eastern
soccer powerhouse Connecticut.
What he found when he arrived
at BC was an unenviable task for
even the most experienced coaches.
His job was to revive a soccer
program which lacked enthusiasm,
emphasis, and a winning tradition.
Prior to the Brewster era, Boston
College soccer was synonomous
with mediocrity, and five straight
losing campaigns forced BC to start

from scratch.

Ben Brewster was quickly put in
charge of the rebuilding process.
Now, twelve seasons and 105
victories later, the Boston College
mentor has brought the program
from relative obscurtity to national
prominence.
Upon his arrival, Brewster decided
that an increased emphasis on
soccer was the first and most
important step in rebuilding the BC
After 12 years, Ben Brewster has established a tough soccer program
program.
through yet another grueling
By GEOFFREY MACKEY
"During the late 19705, soccer
for
preparation
an was just starting to gain popularity
workout in
Heights Staff Writer
upcoming game.
in the United States and many
burning
desire
universities
years
ago,
Twelve
were increasing their
His voice, filled with desire and
determination, echoed about the landed Ben Brewster his first ever emphasis on the sport, in order to
head coaching position.
be competitive, BC was forced to
empty seats of Alumni stadium early
adopt
Today,
his
determination
and
a similar plan."
struggled
last week, as his team

By increasing the caliber of their

opponents, recruiting on a larger

scale, and making soccer a
year-round activity, Brewster was
successful in resurrecting the Eagle
program.

Finally, after three straight winning
seasons, Brewster was deservingly
named the New England Division I
Coach of the Year in 1982 after
leading the Eagles to a 14-4-5 record,
a berth in the BIG EAST Tournament
final, and the program's first-ever
NCAA Tournament bid.
Today, the Boston College soccer
program has finally reached a
competitive level that Brewster is

comfortable with.

"Boston College soccer has come
a long,long way in my years as head
coach" he said recently. "I feel that
we are now in a position to compete
with the top teams in the country
year in and year out".
Yet despite the unbelievable turn
around of the program, Brewster
refuses to let complacency set in
especially during a season in which
his Eagles have struggled in their first
five (0-4-2), despite opening the
season with some very high
expectations.
"So far this season, we have not
yet played up to our potential,"
Brewster said.
"We've been hurt badly by some

Trojans trip Eagles, 23-17
USC from page 15
Going deep in the air has been a
longtime trademark of the Eagle
offense but as their running game
took control in the second halt
Bicknell and Co. felt they could keep
it going.

"I don't think they stopped us in
the air, we stopped ourselves. We
couldn't get the big play. We just
stalled."
Both Bicknell and Power agreed
that the young quarterback had a
problem by scrambling out of the
pocket too early and at times held

Passing vs. USC
Power

Att
32

"At halt time the line coaches said
they wanted to run more," said
Bicknell. "We thought we could get
some balance."
Yet whenfaced with a third down
and two with 3:52 remaining in the
game Bicknell opted to go to the air.
"I don't question the call. I
question the execution. Looking
back, we could have run. We could
have, but that's not what we're going
to do," said Bicknell. "We are a
quarterback oriented team. That's
our style... That's what got us here."
"I don't want to be labled as a
quarterback who makes the big
plays and then kills the team," said
Power. "That's how I played today."

Com
20

Yds
243

TD
1

onto the ball too long.
"I haven't learned to throw theball
away yet," said Power. "I want to

make the big play."

"It's a learning process," said

Bicknell. "Maybe we should have

brought him along slower, maybe we
should have been more restrictive
but that's our decision."
At any rate, the game is over now.
The Eagles 10 game win streak is
done. The team has lost its first game
with Power at the helm. BC failed to
execute the big play in a clutch
situation.
But as co-captain Jim Turner told
the squad, "After it's over you can't
change it."

Profile

Granese enthusiastic
By KATIE CANTY
Don't be surprised if you see the
new women's field hockey and
lacrosse coach in a flurry of activity.
Taking one look at her office tells
you she's still getting settled.
Sherren Granese, the 25-year old
Swampscott native, sat among the
scattered boxes and various field
hockey equipment and talked about
herself and her arrival at BC
Sherren Granese is the youngest
of four children, two boys and two
girls. For her, playing sports like
basketball, field hockey, and
running was a part of growing up.
The 1983 graduate from
Springfield college was an
Ail-American field hockey player
and an outstanding lacrosse player.
While working on a teaching
degree and minoring in sports
management, she displayed her
ability to balance athletics with
academics.
She was the recipient of the
school's Sylvia Rymarski Senior
Athletic award and played for the
United States field hockey squad
from 1980-1983.
This was quite an honor, as the top

Heights Sports

USC put tremendous pressure on Mike Power Saturday.
"I want to get better and better
fifty players in the country constitute players and how they work together."
this team.
Last year the Eagles, under former with each game." She stressed that
She taught for two years at a coach Charlene Morrett were 11-2-7 maintaining motivation is key,
secondary school in New Jersey and Morrett moved on to Perm State and "whetherwe're playing a nationally
in 1985 became assistant field left Granese with a tough standard. ranked team or a team that isn't
hockey coach at the University of
But rather than compete with old ranked."
New Hampshire, while working records, Granese intends to
Granese's ultimate goal is "to
toward her masters degree in concentrate on gradual improveclimax on the last day on the field
Exercise physiology.
ment.
by playing the best we can play."
This past summer while coaching
Her coaching philosophy focuses
at the U.S. development camps for
on the concept of a team as a unit.
field hockey, she heard about job
She recognizes that it takes more
opening at BC, applied, and was
than skill and talent to win.
hired.
One of her goals is to develop a
Several things intrigued Granese
sense of committment and
about BC. One was the alumni
responsibilty among her players.
spirit, another was the many quality
"They should work together."
athletic programs, but most of all it
She has not made any firm plans
was the diversity of the individuals.
for the future but said, "to be
"They have a fine balance between
successful, you must concentrate on
academics and athletics," said
what you are doing now and
Granese.
whatever comes beyond that, comes
Granese also had the benifit of
beyond that."
working with almost half of her team
Granese's belief in the team as a
at field hockey camp. All of these
unit and the importance of
factors made the transition to BC
Xq committment and enthusiasm will
easier, a tansition that had to be
be a welcome influence at BC.
made in 36 hours.
"Enthusiasm is contagious," is one
Thefield hockey camp ended on
of Granese's favorite quotes and a
Friday and Granese had to be at BC
big part of her philosophy. "If you
on Sunday. "I didn't have much time
spread your enthusiasm to others,
to find out what motivates my
good things will result."

s.i,\]y
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Sherren Granese.

key injuries and overall our team this
year is young and inexperienced.
Fortunately, we still have time to
regroup and hopefully get ourselves
into a position to a fight for a BIG
EAST playoff berth by season's end."
As far as the future, Ben Brewster
can only see the program getting

better.

"Boston College has the potential
be a Division I powerhouse as
long as there is a continued
emphasis on the program," he said.
"We have a great bunch of young,
hard-working talented players who
with experiencecould be a force in
the coming years".
It has often been said that winning
teams require an adequate blend of
good coaching and talented players.
Now that BC has both, who knows
how high the Eagles can soar.
to

Eagles tie, 2- 2
Men's soccer from page 15
It was a beautiful shot that would
unfortunately be the last one to
reach the soggy strings behind

Whitcomb.

BC continued to dominate
Syracuse for the nexttwenty minutes
as they worked the ball with nice
passing.
Vie Mercurio was stellar in goal
after coming off the bench, as he
made several difficult stops. BC
coach Ben Brewster said that "he did
a super jobfor us in the second half."
He also gave the offense a head
start by his booming kicks that
landed over midfield and
hydroplaned for another ten yards.
At the thirty-one minute mark, BC
had its first corner of the half.
Monnes lofted one that was
knocked down, and sophmore Ken
Keyes blasted the rebound toward
the Syracuse goal.
It was stopped by the now very
bruised mid-section of Orangeman
Jeff Silva. He had to be taken out ot
the game.
BC had a second corner six
minutes later. Monnes shot it right
out in front, and in the ensuing
scramble for the ball, the Eagles had
five direct shots on net, stopped by
four different Syracuse defenders.
It was a one minute shooting
frenzy which could not be
converted into a goal.
It was clearly BC's best
opportunity to get the elusive first
win. BC coach Ben Brewster said it
'unbelievable that we didn't score.'
Syracuse got back their rythmn
for the last ten minutes of regulation,
but was to no avail as the ball never
got by Mercurio.
BC had one more corner by
Monnes, but was headed away by
the Orangemen.
The Eagles took the ball to start the
first ten minute overtime. The long
crisp passes from the first half were
no longer evident as they were

slowed down by the water.
BC had yet two more corners at
the six minute mark, but could not
convert either. Monnesblamed it on

"not being aggressive enough in the

box."

Syracuse had run out of steam by
the start of the second OT, as BC
continued its pressure. BC had one
more missed corner, and shots by
David Sullivan and Greg Schwake
both went wide.
Mercurio made a beautiful diving
stop with one minute left in the
game, and so it ended, 2-2.
Coach Brewster commented
afterwards that "Chris Pace held the
middle together," and played and
"all around good game."
He also praise Jeff Monnes on
playing "very well."
Monnes said that this type of
games was "fun in the rain," and
Brewster commented that it was the
type of game "that they'd never
forget about."
It would have been ever sweeter
if it was thefirst "W" instead of a tic.
But this one slipped away.
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News Briefs News Briefs News Briefs News Briefs News Briefs
By DANIEL P. MCCONNELL

"one of the most qualified individuals ever
nominated to serve on the Supreme Court."

Bork nomination causes split

The Judiciary Committee is split over the
Bork nomination, with committee Democrats,
Senator Edward M. Kennedy of Massechusetts
and Presidential hopeful Senator Joseph Biden
of Delaware, staunchly opposed. Committee
Republicans, Senators Strom Thurmond and
Hatch are committed to Bork's confirmation.
In his opening statement, Kennedy said that
Bork "has harshly opposed and is publicly
itching to overrule many of the great
decisions of the Supreme Court that seek to
fulfill the promise of justice for all Americans."
Much attention, however, has been focused
on the Judiciary Committee's undecided
members who many believe hold the key to
Bork's fate. These men include Republican
Arlen Specter of Pennsylvania, and Democrats
Dennis DeConcini of Arizona, Robert C. Byrd
of West Virginia, and Howell Heflin of
Alabama.

The Senate JudiciaryCommittee convened
last week to begin the confirmation hearings
forjudge Robert H. Bork's nomination to the
Supreme Court.
The Bork nomination has caused much
controversy lately because of his judicial
ideology, which many believe could tip the
ideological balance of the Supreme Court if
he were confirmed.
Critics believe that Judge Bork would press
for major changes in settled law and thus set
the court back several years.
The hearings began with an opening
statement by former President Gerald R. Ford
who praised Judge Bork as "perhaps the most
qualified nominee to the Supreme Court in
more than half a century."
In a similar endorsement, Republican
Senator Orrin Hatch of Utah greeted Bork as

serious differences in many areas, the tone of
the talks was frank, constructive, and notable
progress was made."
Although a Summit meeting is being
planned, the two sides still have to work out
verification provisions and disagreemenets
over the destruction of the weapons to be

US and Russia discuss treaty
The United States and the Soviet Union
announced plans last week for a Summit
meeting between President Reagan and Soviet
Secretary General Gorbachev to sign a nearly
completed treaty that would eliminate
medium and short-range nuclear missiles.
The Summit, to be held in the United States
this fall, was finally agreed to after three days
of intense negotiations between U.S. Secretary
of State George P. Schultz and Soviet Foreign
Minister Eduard A. Schevardnadze in
Washington, DC
This agreement, the first since 1979, comes
after several years of hostilities between
Moscow and the Reagan Administration.
In his announcementof the Agreement, the
President said, "I'm pleased to note that
agreement in principle was reached to
conclude" a treaty. However, the President
sounded a note of caution. "Although we have

?

?

eliminated.

As a result of these remaining differences,
the U.S. and the Soviet Union have agreed to
send Schultz to Moscow to meet with
Schevardnadze and make the final
arrangements for the Summit meeting.
At the Soviet Embassy, the Soviet Foreign
Minister said that the agreement finally came
after an article written by the Soviet Secretary
General Mikhail S. Gorbachev was published
in the Soviet press. Thearticle said that a treaty
on eliminating medium-range nuclear missiles
could still beworked out this year and that an
agreementto reduce long-range weapons was
possible early next year.

Elections:
Continued from page 1
members who chose not to seek

re-election this year in order to run
for City Council.
McCluskey is an eight-year veteran
of the School Committee while
Casper is finishing his fourth year as
a District member from South
Boston.
Casper, a funeral home director,
has proposed opening up the
process of governing in the City
Council as he has said he has done
in the School Committee. Many,
however, have accused Casper of
using the School Committee
position as but a stepping-stone to
higher political office.
The other candidates for City
Council at-Large include Athea
Garrison, Edward T. Kelley, Frederick
C. Langone, a former City Councilor
at-Large, David Joseph McKay and
Stephen J. Murphy.
In the mayoral race this year,
Raymond L. Flynn, the incumbent,
Richard
faces three challengers
A. Black, Joel H. San Juan and City
Councilor Joseph M. Tierney, Flynn's
main opponent.
The top two candidates in the
mayoral preliminary will move on
the two-way race for mayor in
November.
Mayor Flynn is riding a high
popularity rating and also a
campaign war chest which topped
$1 million this year compared to
Tierney who has raised $118,000.
So far, Mayor Flynn has spent
$381,000 with Tierney spending
$63,000, according to campaign
finance reports with the city clerk.
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UnH now, beer thisreal came only from a keg.
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Draft beer is as real as beer gets. Since it's not heat-pasteurized,

not heat-pasteurized
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Thursday, September 24
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Contestants chosen from the
studio audience.
2 winning couples will
receive a free dinner at
Capucincr's with transportation fees provided.

Rent-A-TV
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Free Delivery
19" Color TVs
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Arena accident investigated

JEM International, Ltd.

By

three workmen and damaged a side

JOHN FLEMING

support of the building as a beam
fell thirty feet from a crane at the

A complete investigation has
shown that BC will lose little time construction site.
According to Vice-President Kevin
or money on the construction of the
complex
after
the
T. Hines of Richard White Sons, Inc.,
new sports
which
on
the
site.
the
site director and project
occurred
accident
The accident on August 31 injured manager of the sports complex, only

Last call for
refrigerator rentals
this semester.

Graduate with
!Ti
&
fourot the
most impressive Q
letters of
o
recommendation. |

Where: Cheverus Basement
When: Wednesday, Sept. 16
8:00 pm
Time: 6:30

-

The Lesbian and Gay Community
of Boston College
(LGCBC)

Army ROTC.
Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps on your
resume says you have more than potential. You
have experience.
It's the college elective that adds leadership
training to your education. And that gives you
the kind of decision-making responsibility and
experience most other graduates will have to
wait years for.
Whatever your major, find out more about the
college elective that makes your college
education more valuable.
Talk to your Professor of Military Science,
today.

Will be holding weekly meetings
every Tuesday evening.
TIME: 7:30 - 9:00 pm
PLACE: McGuinn Hall, Room 340
New members are always welcome. If you

JOIN A CLASS TODAY!!!

Box number: LI 12
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three hours ofworking time was lost
with no damage to the skeletal
structure.

Once the City of Boston was
notified of the mishap, normal
policy required that an investigation
begin immediately. The area was
closed off at 12:30 p.m., a half hour
after the misfortune.
Thecity investigation was to check
on three things: first, that the area of
the building where the materials fell
was not damaged; second, that any
portion of the building that might
have been damaged would be able
to be repaired; and, third, to review
the design of the building.
Investigators found the building
structurally sound and unmolested
as only one cross-beam needed to
be straightened out slightly
a
simple procedure, according to
Hines.
The only other constructional
losses suffered were the materials
which fell to the ground. Hines said
that these were replaced
immediately and inexpensively.
According to Hines, because the
construction job is so large,
workmen in the immediate area of
the crash were simply moved to
another section to continue
working, losing no time.
Of the three workers who were
brought to the hospital as a
precaution, two were released the
same afternoon as the accident, and
the third was held two days for
routine observations.
Two of the three injured plan on
returning to the jobsite on October
1 after taking some time off.
According to Hines, the third
laborer will not return to work at
a construction site where there has
been an accident.
The arena, which will be the new
home of BC hockey and basketball,
is scheduled to be complete by fall
of next year.
?
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New Bapst librarian spreads enthusiasm
By PEGGY ANN GOETZ
Dedicated to improving upon
Babst library's policies and systems
in an effort to make the fine
collection there more accessible to

the BC community, Susan Griffith
has been named the new Bapst
Librarian.
Bapst reopened last year after
renovations.
Griffith, who comes to BC from

Lesley College, is enthusiastic about
"setting the tone" for Bapst's future
As her position at the library is
technically a new one, she intends
to implement innovative programs,
discussions, and many other

"FREE"
DEMONSTRATION
HAVE YOUR HAIR
STYLED WITH
STEPHAN COIFFEUR
AND

257 Newbury Street
MA 02116
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activities to encourage students to
take advantage of Bapst.
Griffith did her undergraduate
work at Central Michigan University,
and her graduate study at University
of Wisconsin Madison.
Library work first attracted Griffith,
she said, due to its purpose of
putting people in touch with ideas
and information.
According to Griffith, contrary to
what many people think, librarians
do have contact with people, not just
materials, and this is one of the most
rewarding aspects of her field, and
her new position at Bapst. "It's a
good atmosphere," she said.
Besides the opportunity to work
with a large group of people
interested in learning, one of the
factors that attracted Griffith to BC
was the technical, up-to-date library
services, technology that offers great
public service potential and the
opportunity to "put people in
touch."
Her daily work here, she said,
consists of developing the "small but
high-quality" collections just
established this summer at Bapst,
including a section of regular
reading books for general use, a
reference collection, and the Dean's
List.
According to Griffith, the funds
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are available, and BC should see a
notably increased collection in the
near future.
Griffith looks forward to a lot of
contact with students throughout
the upcoming year.
While she's not planning creative
programs of lectures for Bapst,
Griffith enjoys many activities,
including video production, and has
done work for a cable access center.
She also enjoys outdoor activities
such as hiking and bicycling.
Most ofher energy at this point is
being directed toward revitalizing
Bapst. Major projects in the works
right now include an Open House
on Wednesday, September 23 (See
September 14 issue of the Heights).
The Open House, which will run
from three to five in the afternoon,
will offer refreshments, free
Copycards, and a chance to discuss
Bapst and the BC library system with
Griffith, University Librarian Mary
Cronin, and Academic Vice
President William B. Neenan, SJ.
An upcoming event planned by
Griffith and the Bapst staff will be a
presentation for AIDS Awareness
Week, October 4 through 11, which
will include a touch-screen
interactive video disc program.
People can come and participate,
she said, while at the same time
getting information, including
answers to the most asked questions
about AIDS.
Griffith advises BC students to be
alert for announcementsconcerning
other programs to be scheduled
throughout the year.
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Extra heavyrag rugs.

Regularly $9.99 to $69.99.
Sale $7.88 to $54.88.

No, we're not selling underwear, but this is a brief sale. For one week these
hand-loomed, multi-colored, 100% cotton rag rugs will be 20 to 25% off.
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Which makes an already good deal even better, considering they're heavier,
thicker and more durable than your run-of-the-mill rag rug. All thanks to
the weavers of Panipat, India. Come to Pier 1 and see the fruits of their labor. APlaceTbDiscover.-
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If they won't tell you about it,
then you know it must be great
Purple Passion" Out of the bathtub, into the can,
and onto theshelves of your favorite store.
Discover it for yourself.
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CATS IS BACK
IN BOSTON

FILM FESTIVAL
UPDATES

"HELLRAISER"
RAISES HELL

DEAR JOHN
IS BACK!

MTV COLLEGE TOUR HITS CAMPUS THURSDAY
By FRANK D. CAMPBELL

MTV
ON CAMPUS

This Thursday, MTV: Music Television
comes to Boston College. BC is the first of
twenty-five stops on MTV's thirty-seven
day New Music College Tour. The basic
purpose of the tour is to promote new
music on college campuses around the
country. The arrangement by which the
tour operates allows a group of corporate
sponsors to spend a full day at each school
visited. Each individual company promotes

it's products to the valuable college market
and, in turn, they pay for the majority of
expenses incurred by the tour. This year's
chief sponsor is Clatrol which plans to
promote it's new line of Pazazz hair

products. Other sponsors include SPIN
magazine, Kodak, and Ray-Ban, to name a
few.
MTV approached Boston College earlier
this year in hopes of finding a "well
known school in the north-east with a
name everyone knows," said Kathy Hegarty,
Director of Programming for UGBC. The
day-long event will begin in the Dustbowl

.

.

.

WE HAVE THOSE ANSWERS.
WE KNOW EVERYTHING.
WE SHRINK FROM NO QUESTION!
REGARDLESS OF HOW TRIVIAL,
REGARDLESS OF CONTROVERSY.
YES, WE'RE ALMOST GENIUSES!
But we have a small problem. We need
your questions. NOW!,
SO TURN OFF THAT TV!
PUT DOWN THAT BEER!

Although the contracts were just signed
last week, much addtional planning was
involved. According to Hegarty, the
toughest problem was finding space to hold
the event; "BC really has a lack of space
for a large-scale event such as this. Once
you get the space, the battle is half-over."
But, the battle has just begun for MTV.
They will be filming at all events (at all
twenty-five schools) hoping to gather
enough material for a one-hour special plus
a separate show on the channel's regularly

with demonstrations and giveaways by the
corporate sponsors. This portion of the
event, running from 11am to 4pm, will
include, among other things, professional
frisbee demonstrations and hair
"make-overs" by Stephan Coiffeur. Later that
night, there will be a free concert in the
Rat by the hot Australian rock group The

WHOCARES?

WHO KNOWS?
Well, hello there, friends, and welcome to
the first installment of what we hope will
be a column that will provide you and your
loved ones with hours of pleasure each and
every week.
We all have questions that plague
us. questions that come to us as we lay
in bed at night, as we converse around the
dinner table, as we walk to class and
wonder, "Hmmmmm. what's that?" In
this confusing age of mass information, the
opportunity arises to ask limitless questions
concerning EVERY ASPECT OF OUR
UNIVERSE. questions our ancestors
would have never dared to ask. because the
prospects of recieving an answer were
dismal, at best.

Saints (SEE ACCOMPANYING ARTICLE
ON THIS PAGE). Immediately preceding
the concert will be a hackey-sack and
hoola-hoop demonstration. The concert will
begin at Bpm and run until 10pm. The Rat
will institute a bracelet system Thursday
night to allow the entire student body to
attend.

.

scheduled Party Zone show on Friday nights.
Since there will be twenty-five schools
participating the exposure for BC will
probably be minimal.
The real reason that MTV was allowed
on campus was, explained Hegarty, to
provide "creative and different programming
for the student body. I think that the big
names of MTV and SPIN will really attract
student interest."
The UGBC is reported to be quite excited
about the event and feels that it coincides
with their commitment to provide new and
innovative programming for the whole
campus. Still to come this semester are a
series of Dustbowl concerts, The Hooters on
the 27th of this month, and a variety of
other events for which final contracts have
not yet been signed. But, for the time
being MTV and The Saints invade BC this
Thursday. See you there!

.

THE SAINTS PLAY THERAT ONTHURSDAY
By RON HEBSHIE

Heights Review Editor

WIPE THAT STUPID LOOK OFF |
YOUR FACE and replace it with a happy, j
informed grin that is sure to make you a
hit at the next party you go to. .heck, j
maybe you'll even get lucky! Just pick up a |
pen and write us about whatever deep j
questions are keeping you from achieving ]
your full potential, from enjoying life as we!
know it.
]

;

MTV
ON CAMPUS

;
This Thursday night at The Rat you will
Just ask us.
Drop your letters by the Heights office in j all have the opportunity to see one of the
; hottest up-and-coming new music bands:
McElroy (113).
FIND OUT WHO KNOWS. ..AND \ The Saints. As part of the MTV tour, this
WHO CARES. We're not like that -'John" j Australian quartet will be performing on
person...we concentrate on one question
campus in what promises to be a truly
each issue and actually, yes actually, '. exciting show. The group has been one of
investigate our tails off until we find an '. my favorites for some time now, but they
answer for you. Write now and don't miss Z still have yet to crack the big time. At the
; moment, their latest album All Pool's Day is
your chance for eternal enlightenment!
the best indicator of their talent. If you
not yet heard the album, you
to yourself to give it a listen.
Not to make the The Saints sound

have

NEXT WEEK:
j
Find out the truth about those j
three green beams sticking up \
out of the ground in
front of \
t

KnrviP\il

owe it

newcomers, they've been around for

like
over

years, but this Thursday's show will
probably be the first exposure to the group
for most BC students. Though I've never
seen them live, if the power and energy
they telegraph on the album is any
ten

indication of their stage work. watch out!
Never a group that has been easy to
classify or describe. The Saints, led by
singer/songwriter Chris Baily went from
innovators of the punk movement in the
70's to their current incarnation as
performers of infectious, intense rock and
roll. Without stereotyping them. The Saints
music is such a unique combination of
rootsy rock, Cajun and Irish folk music,
and a brass section thrown in for fun, that
the group simply defies description.
A good number of the titles on All Tool's
Day offer good dance potential, but be
prepared to sweat because this is a group
and a sound that does not quit. On the
softer side, Bailey's oddly resonant voice
carries enough punch to pull off some truly
powerful slower numbers. All in all. the
album stacks up as one of the best of 1987.
But don't take my word for it. just about
every major music magazine, from SPIN to
Rolling Stone, has praised All Tool's Day to the

rafters.

.

Pm getting preachy here so, before I get
annoying I'll end by saying that this is
your chance to stay on campus, have great
time, and see the best in new music
absolutely free. Because of the special MTV
tour, a bracelet system will be instituted for
The Saints show at Thursday's Rat, hence all
ages are welcome. Believe me, you won't be
sorry.

BitsMuBc its
By LISA MUNROE
Well, there's lots of stuff going on this
week music-wise, so without further delay.
here is a quick up-date:

The UGBC pub series opened on a
(literally) successful note with a powerful
show by O Positive. More information has
been revealed about their elusive follow-up
to 1985's Only Breathing. Entitled Cloud
Tacton', this new EP will be out in two
weeks. Another EP? I think most of us
were hoping for an album. Look for the
group on the 22nd of October at the
Paradise celebrating the release of Cloud
Tacton,'.
Three Colors, who are notorious for only
playing once every few months, will be
performing their last show of the fall at

Axis this Thursday evening. The group has
built up a strong following at BC due to
several unforgettable shows over the last
few years at O'Connell House and Roberts
Center. On stage, this charismatic band
plays the best titles off of their two albums
and also several songs you won't hear on
vinyl like "Mac and Martha" and

"Crawfish."

Opening for Three Colors

is one of Boston's
promising new acts, Tlie Heretix. This
is definitely a band worth seeing so get to
Axis early on Thursday night. The group
will be performing again on October 9th at
The Paradise with the Raindogs and Electricha
for the Monolith Record Release party.
most

Yes, The Fixx is still together. They will be
playing at The Channel this Thursday (a

busy night for local music!)
down there if you choose
advice and go to Axis.

so you can go
not to heed our

At the Rat in Kenmore Square Thursday
night, WZBC will be hosting three bands:
A Scanner Darkley, The Ball People, and
Department of Cultural Affairs. Also at the club
this week: Shake the Taith and Cham link
Tence will perform on Friday night and
Saturday features the parody-rock of The
Swinging Erudites.

Of course, Tuesday night is UZ at Sullivan
Stadium! Last week at the Garden (SEE
RELATED REVIEW IN THIS SECTION)
the group played songs mostly from The
Joshua Tree including such less
commercially-battered efforts as "One Tree
Hill" and "Running to Stand Still." One

major criticism is the neglect of their earlier
work. The group performed only one song
from Boy ("I Will Follow") and nothing
from October. Nonetheless, Foxboro patrons
can expect the usual intense, memorable
performance from UZ.
Several new releases have made it into th<
Halfway to Sanity, The Ramones tenth
studio album, is now out as is The Bolshoi's
latest effort, Ltndy's Party. Also check out
Outside looking In, The BoDeans follow-up to
the brilliant and acclaimed debut album Low
+ Hope + Sex + Dreams.
stores.

Laser disc and Beatles fans everywhere
will be happy to note the arrival of yellow
Submarine and The White Album on CD. Also
look for the future video release of Paul
Simon: Garceland - The African Concert, which
was taped in Zimbabwe.
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HELLRAISER RAISES HELL! SCHEDULE
By RON HEBSHIE
Heights Review Editor

HELLRAISER: A new film by Clive Barker.
Have you ever gone into a movie and

expected one thing and gotten something
entirely different? Well, that's exacdy what
happened to me when I saw Clive Barker's
Htllraiser. Without a doubt, this is the most
unique, disturbing and emotionally draining
film I've seen in a long time.
Barker, who also wrote the script for the
film, can best be described as the British
version of Stephen King. Though the
American mainstream horror reader is now
finally getting easy access to Barker's
novels, English readers have been following

him for quite some time now. Where
Barker is different from King I think, is in
the intensity of his view of horror. That
view, one of sexual abandon and bloody
violence, literally explodes upon the screen
with Hellraiser, Barker's first screen venture.
Let me start by saying that most critics
will probably see this film and dismiss it as
mere exploitation fare, which it is
(according to Barker himself), but it is
exploitation with a twist. There's alot going
on beneath the bloody exterior of this film.
As the film opens, Frank (Scan Chapman)
receives a small box from an oriental sage.
Upon returning home, Frank plays with the
little contraption in a candlelight ritual until
things go haywire and Frank finds out his
little box is actually a Rubik's cube from
hell. Thinking he's disappeared (though we
know better because we saw him ripped
apart in the previous scene), Frank's brother
Larry (Andrew Robinson) and his second
wife Julia (Clare Higgins) move into the
house where Frank met his demise.
As moving in progresses and the

THE

DIRECTOR

By RON HEBSHIE

Heights Review Editor
After the screening of Hellratser a few

nights ago, I (and a few other college
journalists) was given the chance to speak
with Clive Barker. The hour-long question

and answer session gradually turned into a
conversation with a captivating brutally
honest, and obviously talented young
director and writer. Barker, in his early
thirties, is headed for big things in the
states but he does not seem to be the least
bit egotistical about it.
Though few get the opportunity to see a
film and then talk to the director about it
afterwards, I have chosen to excerpt some
of the conversation in the hopes that those
who go and see Hellratser will have a better
understanding of the man behind the film
and, thus, a better understanding of the film

itself.

.
.

What do you think is the future of horror!1
"I don't like those House pictures. sort
of soft core. I like my horror raw and
erotic. I only had two problems with the
MPAA. the sex and the violence."

difficulties between Larry's daughter Kirsty
(Ashley Laurence) and step-mom Julia
become obvious, one begins to sense that
things are headed for trouble. And wouldn't
you know it, good ol' Larry cuts his hand
and, when the blood seeps into the
floorboards of the attic where Frank kicked
off, the dearly departed starts to re-form bit
by bit.
If you're confused now, wait. It seems
that Frank and Julia had a little fling a few
years back and it's him, not Larry, she's still
got the hots for. Now that Frank is back, at
least his skeleton and a few scraps of flesh.
Julia cannot help but remember how good
things were between them. Frank, the
scoundrel that he was and still is, informs
Julia that the more human blood he has the
more human he will become. He also tells
her that he is running away from demons
called Cenobites (the real owners of the
box) and must be fully human to escape.
Julia complies and, after luring a few
innocent Johns back to the house and then
hammering them to death, she gets caught
up in the fun of it all and becomes
consumed by her desire to see Frank whole
again.
By the time the picture ends, Kirsty
emerges as the person we're rooting for, the
Cenobites make a grand entrance, and just
about every part of the body has been
featured in some grisly manner.
In all seriousness, I've made light of the
plot, but it is kind of a hoot on one level.
On another level, the true power of the
film, the plot is mere contrivance for a
deeper and more primordial horror. The key
to this level lies in the Cenobites; grotesque
but perversely sexual demons from beyond.
The box is the calling card for the
Cenobites. Once summoned, they will
transport the caller to a place where they

"We're

social group, we're here to
put on theater," stated Melissa White (A&S
'88) one of the tri-presidents of the
Contemporary Theatre of Boston College (CTBC).
Erik Jacobson (A&S '88) and Maura Joyce
(A&S '89) complete the threesome.
The CTBC, in its third year, will open
with Christopher Durang's play Sister Mary
Ignatius Explains It All Tor You which was
banned in Boston during its original run.
This one act play will be directed by White
who views it as an irreverent and playful
look at Catholicism. "Being a devout
Catholic, I find it humorous. It's ourselves
laughing at ourselves," said White.
This performance will be preceded by
skits of excerpts from Ttrestgn Theater, a
Chicago based comedy troupe. It will be
directed by Erik Jacobson. As an innovative
company, Tiresign Theater uses no props or
costumes. These two productions will be
presented on October 29th, 30th and 31st
at the Bonn Studio Theatre.
The latter part of the season provides an
even greater opportunity for challenging the
CTBC. Dale Wasserman's play One Tlew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest is planned in early
not a

decomposed fingers.

Before seeing this film, be warned of a
few things. This is unlike any other horror
film I've ever seen, it's not your traditional
slasher film. It is quite gory, though some
of the effects are decidedly cheesey, and the
anti-religious tone of the whole film
boarders on blasphemy. In one scene a
statue of Jesus pops out of the closet and
scares Kirsty (get the double meaning) and
in another, the most riveting in the film.
Frank, his flesh torn by hooks and
suspended on wires, looks at the camera
and says "Jesus wept" with a maniacal
grin. It's a disturbing moment in a wholly
disturbing film.
Should you go see Hellratserl By all
means; just know what to expect going in
and what not to expect and then get set for
the roller coaster ride of your life. It's not
scary in the ordinary sense of the
word. it's more gut-wrenching than
anything else. Though not a perfect film by
any means, if this is a sign of things to
come from Barker and an indicator of his
potential as a director, watch out!

.
.
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HELLRAISER SPEAKS

Do you think hell exists?
"I've been to LA, yes. Hell is bad

producers!"

Is the world moving to the right?
"The wise apes are in charge. we voted
them in. .we voted them in in England
too. We are moving to the right, the world
is moving to the right. Movie censorship
has gone mostly to the right and I abhor
it. why should Christian Fundamentalists
tell us what we can and cannot see?"
What do you consider to be a good horror movie?
"Good horror movies are the kind of
horror movies that when I walk out of the
theatre I've seen something I've never seen
before. Cronenberg is a good example."

..

What was the inspiration for Julia?
"Normally, horror films are very sexist. I
thought it was about time there was a
movie in which a woman did serious harm
to a man.
and did it over and over and
over. ."

CONTEMPORARY

By COLLEEN SHIELDS

will experience the extremes of pleasure and
pain to the point that both sensations
merge and become indistinguishable from
each other. This dimension is Barker's own
vision of hell; a place where the human
soul is torn apart in the ultimate game of
sado-masochism.
The film has alot to say about man's
deep rooted and animalistic passions. The
most obvious example comes with a
flashback of a feverish sexual encounter
between Frank and Julia. These are two
people so caught up in the wonders of the
orgasm that they, or at least she, is willing
to go to any lengths to get her lover back.
In one particularly disturbing scene, we
witness Julia fondling and sucking Frank's

HIS

MIND:

Is. this an exploitation film?
"I don't want to make Room With A View
IV. I am an exploitation man on the
page. .I'm an exploitation man on the
screen."

.

The audience fell silent on the line "Jesus wept." Is
that the kind of impact you wanted it to have?
"Yes! The picture plays with religious
iconography right from the beginning. it's
a deeply blasphemous film. God, Christ
comes out of the closet in one scene! I
wanted to do something that would

offend."

BosfoN
FILM FESTIVAL
TUESDAY 9/22
BABETTE'S FEAST
Denmark

7:45, 10:00pm
HEY BABU RIBA

Yugoslavia
730, 10:00pm

COMING UP ROSES
Wales

8:00, 10:15pm
HALF OF HEAVEN

Spain

715, 9:45pm
BEETHOVEN'S NEPHEW
USA
10:15, 12:30, 2:45, s:oopm

SLATE, WYN, AND ME
10:30, 12:45, 2:45, 5:15

WEDNESDAY 9/23
THE BELLY OF AN ARCHITECT
Peter Greenway - Great Britain

7:30, 10:00pm

DOGS IN SPACE
Richard Lowenstein - Australia
745, 10:00pm
PATTI ROCKS
USA

8:00. 10:15pm

PING PONG
USA

10:15, 12:30. 2:45. s:oopm

HANOI HILTON

s:oopm

10:30, 12:30. 2:45.

BLIND
Fred Wiseman - USA

10:30am, 4:lspm

DEAF
Fred Wiseman - USA

Hellratser is indeed different from any other horror
movie, but are you afraid it mighube too different
for American audiences to accept?
"If it is, it is. I hope it isn't. I think
people are ready for this kind of punch. I
wanted something that goes like a
locomotive for an hour and a half. A
British film critic wrote that Hellratser isn't a
picture you watch, it's a picture you
survive!"

1:00pm

COMIC MAGAZINE
UNAVAILABLE

10:00am, 2:3opm

THURSDAY 9/24

CLOSING NIGHT
MAURICE

James Ivory - Great Britain
7:15, 10:00pm

THEATRE PREVIEWS FALL SEASON

December along with David Mamet's play
Life In The Tlieater. Dates will be announced
at a later time. White predicts a successful
semester due to the CTBC's talent,
enthusiasm and excitement among its
participants.
The Contemporary Theatre was founded
in 1985 by Christopher Cavalier (A&S '87).
Cavalier sensed that BC was missing the
flavor of contemporary theatre. Cavalier,
currently employed with the Zoo Theatre
Co. in New York, used his personal
finances to put his ideas in motion. As his
former colleague, Melissa White explains it;
"We're a rags to riches story." The group
began with fifteen members, but student
interest has steadily increased and, at last
count, membership was up to nearly eighty
students. Their audiences continued growth
is evidently an indicator of student's
appreciation for the contemporary
productions. Audiences of 30-40 people
have transformed into sell outs, as
witnessed last year with the productions of
Extremities and Jesus Christ Superstar which
were greeted with standing room only
audiences.
Asked why CTBC doesn't join the Boston
College Dramatics Society (BCDS) White

UPDATE

answered; "There's no reason to join. We
co-exist with the BCDS using the
University's facilities. Also, the BCDS does
basically three types of plays: historical,
major productions and spectacles. We
believe we've added a fourth dimension to
BC with our contemporary plays. All four
of them need to be seen because of various
tastes."

Questioned further

regarding any possible

friction between the two groups, White

continued, "Howard Enoch (BC's Theatre
Manager) has been more than cooperative
giving us theatre space. The BCDS, headed

by Kathy Edwards, has gone out of their
way for us. We attended their recent
meeting and they gave us an opportunity to
speak. Some of their members also attended
our meeting." The CTBC expects more
interaction between the two groups this

year.

Encouraged by previous successes, the
Contemporary' Theatre of Boston College believes
that they've established campus recognition

and look forward to new talent and
participation. Their message is simple; all
are welcome!

SOMEONE TO LOVE
Henry Jaglom - USA
7:30. 10:00pm
RAMPAGE
William Friedkin - USA

745, 10:15pm

SAMMY AND ROSIE GET LAID
Stephen Frears - Great Britain
730, 10:00pm

TRAVELLING NORTH
Australia

745,

10:00pm

TROUBLE WITH DICK
USA
10:30, 12:45, 2:45. s:oopm
WOLF AT THE DOOR
UNAVAILABLE

10:15, 12:30, 2:45,

s:oopm

THE HIT
UNAVAILABLE

10:00am, 2:3opm
LE GRAND CHEMIN
UNAVAILABLE

12:15, 4:45pm
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STRANGE EPIDEMIC PLAGUES CAMPUS!
By KATHY ADAMS
Unaware to most students, BC is making
its own unique contribution to the

increasingly polluted atmosphere.
Sometimes, one of those hot, sticky
days, you can just see the thin haze
hovering in the air over the entire campus.
Is this the result of that mystery smoke
pumping out of O'Neill's rooftop? Was
there another (freshmen) lab accident in
Higgins? Could this be some noxious
vapor? Is BC the next Love Canal (or
"Love Reservoir" as the case may be)?
Well, research indicates that the actual
root of the problem is a strange, new
phenomenon which the scientific elite has
dubbed "Perfume Overkill." Others prefer to
call it SCENTOMANIA or ACAS (Acquired
Cologne Addiction Syndrome). It would
seem that BC girls live by the tenant that
you can never wear too much perfume. Our
campus just plain smells and it's not
because of the garbage being hurled out of
the windows of Walsh or the trash cans on
the dustbowl left overflowing with crusty,
petrified chicken nuggets. Instead, we find
the faint, yet pungent odor of Dior's
Poison, worse yet, the acidic wafts of
"chic" CVS over-the-counter scents. This
phenomenon, this scentomania, has
scientists stumped. Research continues to
drum up theories to try and uncover the
underlying causes of the plague.
One of the strongest theories advanced
thus far points to the fact that freshmen
girls make up the largest percentage of
coeds suffering from this addiction. One

campus researcher, who requested
anonymity in exchange for this
information, recently commented, "We all
know how traumatic the freshman year
experience can be for the average coed,
especially in a large university setting. She
enters feeling lost and unnoticed in the
crowd. As a result, she searches desperately
for her identity and finds it at the bottom
of a fancy perfume bottle, or so she thinks.
She throws enough of the noxious liquid
on herself to attract the attention of
everyone around her. This is her way of
differentiating herself from the rest of the
crowd. When such a coed walks into a
packed biology class in Devlin 008, wearing
tons of scent, she is merely saying 'This is
me\ I'm okay and I want to be loved.' It's
the most instinctive manifestation of
self-recognition." Another researcher, Otto
VonDendrite of MIT, offered a simpler, yet
quite similar explanation; "Freshmen girls
want to be seen, so they do too much of
everything. They dress for a royal banquet
when they're only going to dinner at
McElroy for chicken patties. They wear too
much make-up. Adding too much scent is
simply their perversely logical way of

in the realization that there is a vicious
competition among the females at BC. She
commented; "BC girls compete aggressively
at many different levels, the least of which
is academic. The competition is most keen
in the areas of clothing jewelry, hairstyles,
and the men they attract. Since there is a
lack of such quality partners on campus,
coeds will go to any length to stake their
claims. Perfume overkill is, therefor, both a
way to seduce and attract a mate and mark
him off as one's territory." La Flounce
continued; "It's a way of saying 'get off my
turf. .this one's mine' to other coeds. The
saddest thing about ACAS, however, is that
the plan often backfires. Usually, the
potential mate becomes yet another
innocent victim of the perfume haze."

.

In fact, it's hard not to become a victim of
this current campus hazard. Although
details are sketchy, rumor has it that there
are an average of thirty (30) reported cases
of SRC (Scentomania Related Complex) at
the infirmary each week! Diagnosis is very
difficult because symptoms of SRC are
similar to those of the common cold.
Victims most often feel dizzy, nauseated,
fatigued, and short of breath. Many recent
victims have been rescued from the
cubby-holes in O'Neill and have reported
feeling the sudden need for
government-regulated gas masks, oxygen
tanks, suicide notes, and/or blunt objects.
One recent victim reported suffering misery
to the point of delirium. Joe (not his real
name) commented; "Yeah, you wouldn't
believe it dude. My left nostril always

completing the package."
Another theory, still in its infancy, focuses

hypothesis that BC girls suffering
ACAS
can be found in all class years.
from
Though this theory represents the cutting
edge of the study of Scentomania, our
intrepid Review staff was able to track
down one scientist who supports this new
study. The researcher, Vivecia La Flounce,
thinks that the solution to the problem lies
on the

FOR REVIEW!
Section meeting Mondays
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is back in Boston! Hailed as the
winner of seven Tony Awards in 1982,

cool cat belies true cat behavior.
The most exceptional dance number, and
a true testament to choreographer Gillian
Lynne's expertise, is the dance sequence in
the number, The Jellicle Ball. Two, six, or a
full stage of dancing cats perform routines

Cats

including best musical, this show will bring
four year national tour, which also began

a

in Boston, to a close. So what?

There's not much plot. But then again, a
musical based on a book of poems, in this
case T.S. Eliot's Old Possum's Book of Practical
Cats, offers no such pretense. But a minimal
plot does exist.
A group of "jellicle cats" as they call
themselves, get together for a jellicle ball. In
a junkyard, complete with the back of a
car, a stove, a tire, enlarged cereal and Jello
boxes, 27 cat personalities emerge through
song and dance. In the light of a full moon,
the ball culminates with the old, sage cat,
Deutoronomy, choosing the cat who will
be reincarnated. THE END
So if plot is crucial. Cats is out. However,
if the energy and fantasy of music, dance
and theatrics is alluring. Cats is

outstanding.

.

The theatre is dark. Pairs of lights flash
on and off. Music with a galactic aura fills
the room. There is an eerie chill. The
flashing of the lights continues. faster and
faster. Then, pitter-patter, pitter-patter, the
cats enter and prowl the aisles. AH that can
be seen aic green iridescent eyes much
larger than life.
When the stage lights finally come up,
the spectacle of costumes dazzles the eyes.

..

Every cat totally different. sleek, scraggly
tiger-like, or ail white. each with a
trademark make-up design.
Although the costumes and make-up go a
long way to helping "turn" the humans
underneath into felines, it is the movements
of these humans that fully completes the
transformation.
They clean each other with pantomimed
licks, paw at yarn that isn't there, and arch
their backs for a cat-like stretch. At times, it
is possible to forget that these are not real

.

At other times it is quite evident that
these are humans and not felines. real
cats don't dance, for instance. This is best
seen in the delightful character of Rum
Turn Tugger, the Vinnie Barbarino of the
cats.

of varied tempos.

On the other paw (GROAN! -editor), some
numbers, and consequently cat personalities,
could have been removed. For example,
Mungojerne and Rumpleteaser lacked luster and
only redeemed itself with an acrobatic

ending.

On yet another paw (And vet another
GROAN! -editor), Bombalurina, the sex
kitten, played by Nora Brennan, was never

formally introduced by a production
number but should have been. She added

pizzaz to the routines in which she sang
and danced. However. Brennan does not
sing the best known, and for me the only
known, song of the musical, Meiuon:
This song is not only heard once at the
end of the first act, but is also repeated two
more times within the course of the show.
Two of those times it is sung by Janene
Lovullo, the glamour puss cat, Grizabella.
When Grizabella enters the ball, all the
other cats disperse. She is corpse-grey and
straggly. She was once beautiful and
popular. Broken, she grasps for those happy
memories of better days.
At the end. the other cats receive her
warmly. She is the chosen one, who will
get a new life. And again she sings,
"Moonlight, turn your face to the
moonlight. Let your memory lead you,
open up and enter in. If you find happiness
there, then a new life will begin."
This is all very touching but the fact
remains, she is a cat. And, I don't care
much for cats, for all the reasons wise
Deuteronomy points out after he sends
Grizabella on her way.
Cats, he says, resent familiarity. They
demand a token of esteem like cream or
salmon paste before becoming a friend.
And, simply put, cats are not dogs.
Hmmm, Was there a poet who wrote
poems about dogs?

?

BosfoN
FILM FESTIVAL

played by Douglas Graham. Gyrating
hips and clean jumps showcase Graham's
dance capabilities, but the personality of the

cats,

know dude?"
Scientists are just beginning to uncover
the mysteries behind this phenomenon.
Why are BC girls obssessive about
Obsscssion (is it really sexy to smell like
diesel fuel)? Has Coco Chanel rolled over in
her grave yet? More important, what about
the rest of us? Research efforts are currently
focusing on those of us who suffer at the
hands of Scentomaniacs. So, the next time
a BC "foxtress" sashays by you on the
quad, leaving behind the asphyxiating
fumes of Passion Puppet scented Impulse
body spray, take heart if you gag instead of
following her around for the rest of the day
or feeling the sudden urge to buy her
flowers. The experts are working around
the clock to crack the case of Scentomania.
Until some answers are found, however, the
affliction has us all in its awful grasp. Until
that grand and glorious day, you'll have to
face Heights headlines like "HEALTH
SERVICES REPORTS CHEVERUS
LEAKING HIGH LEVELS OF GIORGIO;'
"BC MALE, 19, DIES OF APPARENT
WIND SONG POISONING," or
"SCENTOMANIA VIGILANTE SQUAD
INVADES CAMPUS." Stay alert and
always remember, should you be strolling
through the dustbowl one starry night and
happen to catch the faint odor of Jontue
Garden Lilly on the breeze, plug your nose
and run for cover; a Scentomaniac may be
lurking in your midst!

FESTIVAL IS A BIG JOKE!

CATS IS BACK!

By DAWN DiMARTINO
Heights Staff Writer

started burning every time I sat behind this
big blonde chick in class. I felt like I was
going to really lose it, like everywhere. Like,
I didn't want to almost live anymore, ya'

Now that the 1987 Boston Film Festival has
reached the half-way mark, it's time to take
J a moment and level a few much needed
J criticisms. As I said in a piece on the
: festival last week, the Copley Place Cinema
{is much too small a facility to contain a
J film festival of any realistic proportions.
?Well, this little prediction turned into reality
{this past Saturday evening when I went to
?see the new Costa Gavras film Family
; Business.
?
Upon exiting the theatre I was greeted
? with a wall of human bodies
filling the
?entire theatre lobby. As cinema employees
?stood around in their fest tee-shirts looking
?helpless (which they were, to their credit), a
?crowd of hundreds tried to enter and exit
?the movie house through two five-foot
?wide entrances. Not only was this next to
? impossible, it was downright painful. I do
? not relish having to beat my way out of a
? movie theatre. I thought film festivals were
? supposed to have at least an air of dignity
{about them, but I guess Boston is the
?exception to the rule
?

?

.

The problem must be blamed on the
microscopic Copley facility. Outside the
theatre there were lines stretching far
beyond the box-office while inside a
small-scale skirmish was underway.
Combine a small work space, aloof
managers, five hundred people, shake a bit
and what do you have. .an average night
at the Boston Pilm Festival.
I have the utmost sympathy for the staff
of the theatre because I've tried to deal
with one of those snooty managers before,
it ain't easy! Rather than man the front
lines, like they expect the rest of the
employees to do, they quietly duck into one
of the many secret doors inside the theatre
as soon as they see trouble (i.e. a crowd)
coming. This isn't a film festival, it's a
sit-com gone awry.
So what to do about this
problem. .wake the hell up USA Cinemas
and move this baby someplace else next
year. I hate to inform the executives of the
chain, but battling crowds. long lines, and
delays do not, I repeat, do not, make for
good press. My suggestion, put a little less
time into selecting the hotel accomodations j
for the guests of the festival next year and
think for a minute about holding the
festival in a larger facility. it would make
those who matter really happy, you know. \
us, the people who buy the tickets.
Remember guys, showing your films in
Copley Place does not a real film festival
make!
J

.

.

EDITOR'S NOTE: A copy of this commentan
will be forwarded to USA CINEMAS, THE i
BOSTON PHOENIX, and other major sponsors
of the BOSTON FILM FESTIVAL.
1

COMING NEXT WEEK:
DEAR JOHN
DIGS IN!

FILM FESTIVAL
REVIEWS

O POSITIVE:
AN INTERVIEW

THE WONDERS
OF OMNIMAX
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Well, as we promised you last week, Deai
"John" has indeed returned to these
hallowed pages to bestow upon you"his"
infinite wisdom. Now, unlike in past years,
we have decided to keep the identity of
"John" a complete secret. All we can tell
you is that "John" is not a single person
but an entity of three dedicated, intelligent,
and insane individuals who work together
to bring you a section of pleasure and sheer
enjoyment. Ok, so I'm laying it on a bit

thick, but I'm the editor and that's what I
do best. In any event, "John" was less than
pleased with the amount of letters "he"
received this week, but we

trust

(McElroy 113) and letters should be in by
Thursday evening for the following
Monday's issue. Until next time...on with
the show!
Dear "John,"

Where have you been the last three
weeks? Have you graduated, or have you
been shopping or working on your

bicycle?

Dear "John,"
Our roommate has a big problem. Her
old boyfriend just won't leave her alone.
He's very possessive and gets very jealous
when she even looks at another guy. He
finds any and every excuse to see her and
very often just "happens" to show up
where she is. She's already called the
police on him once for bothering her, but
obviously he can't take even that strong
of a hint. Do you know anyone who can
break his legs? What should we do?
-Harried in Hillsides

that will

change in coming weeks...right? The Dear
"John" box is located in the Heights office

.

Are you. .an imposter?
-John Cardinal in Medeiros
Dear Cardinal,
Actually, I've been stranded in England ever since
Voko Ono laid off all the roadies for her less than
profitable European tour. After about a year, I
made enough money selling "Hard Rock Cafe
London" shirts to stupid American tourists to
finance my passage back to Chestnut Hill.

.

BACK AND WITH

JOHN IS

Dear Harried,

A

VENGEANCE!

Dear Green,
I don't care about them. but what I would
really like to see is a pair of contact lenses that
would keep the white part of my eyes while.

Dear "John,"

George Michael

do I do?

Dear "John,"

Try and find out if this "George" character (I
assume you've made the name up to protect his
identity) is sincere, or if he comes on like this to
everyone. If he is sincere, and you're interested,
then go ahead. But first make him buy you a
few
expensive dinners. WE MALES JUST LOVE TO
BE MILKED TOR SERIOUS DOLLARS
WHEN ALL WE WANT IS SEX, THANK
YOU VERy MUCH!

When I was a freshman at BC the
lesbian and gay support group received a
lot of attention and publicity. In these
past few years, however, the group has
apparently disappeared. Is there such an
organization now and, if so, where and
when does it meet? Or was this just
another typical social justice group that
was forced to become a dead issue at BC?
-Tired of the straight path

Dear "John,"

Dear "John,"

What's the deal with all these people
wearing colored contact lenses that
change their eye color? Don't you think
these people are a bit vain?
-Light green

Who gives as*** what The Observer
writers have to say and why do they
wear those brown shirts. What do you
think of The Observer?
-Abbie H.

.

Dear "John,"

Face it, attention and publicity come from within
a group. The reason why you haven't heard from
them could be because they lost the keys to that
dark closet and they're still locked inside.

.

What's the deal with all the tie-dyes on
campus this year? I have to wear
sunglasses all the time, they're blinding
me. Where did they come from? Will
they ever leave? Does this mean there
will be an increase of drugs on campus?
Please help me John, I'm nervous!
-When will the ties die?

.

Dear Tic,
Why, as luck would have it, I just bought the
coolest tie-dye shirt at K-Mart on sale the other
day and who should I meet in line at the cash
register but. .Jerry Garcia! He told me that he
always "says no to drugs" unless, of course, they're
free. He also told me to send any of my left-over
/description medicine to him and he would send
me an autographed lie-dy tee shirt.

Dear Abbie,

By CAROLE SACCONE
This year, the look on campus is classic
and tailored, according to Deborah Loffredo.
head buyer for The Rabbit's Toot of Newton.
"There has been a revitalization in the
industry over the past two years of a very
tailored look," says Loffredo.
"Flats are coming into a very
predominent point," she continued, "with
ioafers and oxfords being very hot for both
men and women."
Perhaps the most important thing to
remember about shoes this year is the
attention that the industry is giving to
comfort and health, and not simply fashion
for fashion's sake.
"The industry has placed a serious
emphasis on comfort as well as style,"
admitted Loffredo. She added; "We are
seeing such companies as Reebok and Avia
doing total themes on waiking walking
shoes, etc. because research has proven that
walking unlike jogging aerobics or tennis,
deals with different stress points on the
foot. Therefore, we are finding companies
manufacturing more technically advanced
shoes that are also durable and stylish."
Beyond athletics, several fashion shoe
vendors are giving the same attention to
health as the athletic shoe companies are.
According to Loffredo, vendors such as
Kenneth Cole, Bellini, and Zodiac are
manufacturing shoes that have what is
known in the industry as a flexible bottom;
a sole made of an aerosole textured
material, ususally cork or rubber, about half
an inch thick and designed to absorb the
shock of the foot hitting the pavement.
"I believe," stated Loffredo, "that the
flexible bottoms are great for college
students for two reasons."
"First, the wearability of these soles is
excellent, especially since the material they
are made out of adapts very well to the
climate of New England. Secondly" she
continued, " the durability you get out of
these shoes is not at the expense of style."
One drawback to the flexible soles that
Loffredo mentioned is that, unlike some
shoes, such as pumps, once they wear out
they cannot be replaced. However, Loffredo
was quick to add that the average life-span
of these shoes is two to three years,
depending on how much they are worn.
As far as color is concerned, Loffredo

stressed that, once again, earth tones are
very prominent for the fall. There is a
simple explanation for this trend, though,
as the shoes are designed to go with the
earth-toned fashions that will dominate the
clothing stores this coming season.
Loffredo sees this as an indicator of things
to come. "The fashion industry as a whole
is making an attempt to unify so that all
the different aspects of fashion will work
together to give people a complete look,
even though different pieces of an outfit are
often made by different designers." she
offered.
Loffredo added. "This year, for the first
time in a few years, more emphasis will be
placed on the foot, as we see hemlines
going up. Therefore, we will see more high
heels than last year, although they are not
always the most practical shoes for college
students to wear."
Rabbit's Toot does

not

carry men's shoes,

and, quite ironically, Loffredo expressed that
there is a void in the Boston area right now
for them. However, places such as The
Golden Temple Emporium in Cambridge and
Andre's in Brookline are well known for
their style and diversification of selection.
Aside from flats and heels, boots and
booties will once again be popular later in
the season. Boots will be longer and booties

will be both more tailored and textured.
The "cowboy" look that began to grow at
the end of last season will once again be
shown this year. Loffredo says that the
cowboy look is much bigger in Europe than
it is in the United States at this time. She
predicts that the cowboy look will not hit
the United States with full force until next'
summer.

If Lofreddo had to pick one shoe to wear
this fall it would be The Armadillo, a Kenneth
Cole shoe (a division of What's What),
because it has the flexible bottom, a high
cut, it is textured, and can be worn with
both skirts or more casual attire for longer
than eight hours without feeling
overbearing pressure on the feet.
As a buyer, Loffredo often attends
footwear shows in New York and a variety
of other cities. "The styles are out there,"
she assures, "as long as you have a good
sense of personal style as well as
knowledge of what is practical for your

particular lifestyle."

my sex. What

Dear Trojan,

Dear Tired,

FASHION FINESSE

wants

Trojan

I agree; this is a big problem. If this guy is
beyond reason (and I assume she has already told
him flat out that she does not want to see him
again) and presents any sort of threat to any of
you, you must notify ALL authorities: Newton and
BC Police, the administration, and the RAs in
your building. He can be kept
off campus or, if he
attends BC, out of your building. If she can still
reach this guy, she should urge him to go to
counseling. If the twerp still persists, there are three
of us. .we'll break his legs!

.

Heights Review

THE WHAT?!?

Dear "John,"
Is it true that Fr. Hanrahan has become
insane after his retirement and now
thinks that he is the BC Eagle?
-Rumor Ralf

.

Dear Ralf,

.
Props]

Well kiddos. as Bozo the Clown always
used to say. we gotta "skeedaddle doodle"'
for this week. I hope "John" was helpful,
though he usually isn't. And, before we go.
for TIRED OT THE STRAIGHT PATH you
might want to check out page 20 of this
issue. Aloha. keep those cards and letters

| BOTTOMS j

I really don't think you have your facts straight,
but I still wouldn't risk graduating with my
virginity. he might tr\' to fly out of his ninth
floor Edmonds pearch!

;1)
;2)
?3)
?4)
?5)
?6)
?7)

Dirty Dancing
No Way Out

|
[2)

?

-Garment king
Dear CK,
From what I've ken told, although their arms are
warm, their bodies are usually yretty frigid.

j

j

*

j

?
?

*

i

j

NBC won the week and eight of the top *
slots. CBS was second and ABC last. *

?

If you wear a sweater when you're cold
and you wear a tank top when you're
hot; then why do so many girls on
campus wear tank top sweaters?

;
?

Cosby Show (NBC)

Family Ties (NBC)
:3) The Cosby Show (NBC-special)
?4) Cheers (NBC)
That's funny, all my Jesuit friends were
?5) Night Court (NBC)
wondering where the hell yCU were. They don't need
j6) The Golden Girls (NBC)
your moral guidance, though, /list your financial
?7) Private Eye (NBC-movie)
assistance.
?8) LA Law (NBC)
?9) Growing Pains (ABC)
? 10) Who's The Boss? (ABC)
Dear "John,"

?

TOP 10 TV SHOWS j
:1) The

Dear Fallen,

j

Stakeout

The Big Easy
La Bamba
Can't Buy Me Love
The Fourth Protocol
J8) Hamburger Hill
?9) The Curse
; 10) Robocop

Dear "John,"

I'm a Junior and I'm still waiting to
experience the "Jesuit Influence." Where
are all the Jesuits? Do they sleep days
and work nights? Am I hanging out at
the wrong places, taking the wrong
classes? All my teachers are grad.
students! HELP, I need moral guidance!
-A fallen student

|

TOP 10 MOVIES

j

ten

j

BOTTOM 5 SHOWS

j

j

[OUT OF 71 SHOWS RATED]

j

167)
j6B)
:69)
{70)
;71)

CBS News: Catholics in America ?
Closeup: The Pope In America
Simon and Simon
*
:
The Charmings
The Ellen Burstyn Show
I
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INTRAMURAL OFFICIAL NEEDED
Anyone interested in officiating for
Boston College Intramurals, please attend a
brief meeting at the Recreation Complex on
Monday, September 21st at the following
times:
Football officials
Softball umpires
Volleyball officials

6:00 pm
7:00 pm
8:00 pm

Please bring your student hire form,
obtained at the Student Employment Office
at Lyons Hall, Room 220.

508 Commonwealth Aye. (Kenmore Sq.)
Boston 267-2504

-

PRE LAW STUDENTS
Group presentation on Law School
Application Strategies every Wednesday
and Thursday in Gasson 215 at 3:30 pm.

PKKUP
A PARTY

BOOKSELLERS
Part Time
DOUBLEDAY BOOK SHOPS have excellent part time positions available for Booksellers at our Marketplace Center
location. A working knowledge of books or previous book
selling experience preferred. Work 15-20 hours/wk (flex).
For immediate consideration, call:

(617) 439-0196

or apply in person at:

DoubledayBook Shops

1 H H
?SyS*#
«S?

Marketplace Center
20 State Street

°

Boston, Mass. 02109
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Deadheads Sundays
Einstein Experience
Dreamspeak
Broken Men

Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Sept. 27

MOLLY'S BAR
161 Brighton
8:30 2:00

-

Aye.

digital equipment corporation
Digital Equipment Corporation will be hosting
a student information session detailing its Digital
Iriformation Systems Development Program. The
DIS Development Program provides full-time
employment to college graduates filling "analyst"
roles in diversebusiness environments of Digital.

Graduating seniors are invited to attend the session
learn more about this two year post-college
Join members of the DIS Development
Program.
rogram Staff, September 30, 6:00
- 7:3oj>m in
;
to

Devlin Hall 103. Contact BC s Career (Jenter
for further information.

THIS BUD'S
FOR YOU.
BUDWEISERS-K.ING OF BEERS».ANHEUSERBUSCH. INC.'ST. LOUIS
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"HOW I MADE $18,000
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS."

Is
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When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
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Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.
Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurricanes and iloods. 1 ney re also an
important part of our country's military
defense.
, , . .
,
,
So, since Im helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
?

O

1
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SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER '
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
* In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands

(St Croix): 773 6438; Nevy Jersey 800 452 5794 In Alaska, consult your local

phone directory
c 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
A
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mail to : Army National Guard, p.o. box 6000, cntton, nj 07015

1
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ADDRESS
c,ty/state/z,p

area code
social

1
1
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usCITIZEN D YES DNO

phone

security
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\u25a1 M \u25a1 F

number
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birth date
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STUDENT \u25a1 HIGH SCHOOL D COLLEGE
PRIOR M,L,TARY SERVICE DYES DNO
branch

-rank
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mE INF BM » ,I N "OU VOLUNTARILY PROVIDEINCLUDING YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
WILLBEUStCFOBRECBUITINGPURPOSESONLY YOUBSOCIAI SECURITY NUMBER
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National Guard
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Army National Guard
Americans At Their Best.,
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FOR RENT

Babysitter Wanted For 10 month old
baby, approximately one mile from
Newton campus. Flexible hours?

approximately ten hours/week.
Own transportation preferred. Pay
negotiable. Call Debbie. 965-6323.

Large three-bedroom condo in
Cleveland Circle; new wall-to-wall
carpeting, modern kitchen and
bath, across from Cityside, Circle
Theatre and M3TA. Free
microwave with rental.
$1l00/month, heat included, no
fee. Call Chris, 891- 6232 or
Deborah, 523-4833, 739-2248.
Someone to Sublet Comm. Ave.
apt second semester for JYA student. Inexpensive, comfortable
accomodations, considerate
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Disc Jockey Sonic Sound DJ
service plays all types of music
for all occasions. Lighting &
Special FX. 787- 1621.

SERVICES
Does Food Control Your Life?
Stop bingeing. Lose weight; gain
control with supportive counseling. Brookline office convenient
to T. Judith W. Bingyou, M.Ed.,
731-3305.

EVENTS
Spoonhead Ultimate Boston College Ultimate Frisbee Club is
looking for players. Experience is

preferred, but willine athletes is

fine too. The BC Spoonheads offers a unique athletic & social opportunity to those of interest. Call
John at 558-9256 or come by
Mod 28, anytime.
Come to the first general
meeting of BC Hillel on Monday
9/21 (tonight) at 4:30 in McElroy
111. All are welcome. If you are
unable to attend, call Lisa
254-3848.

roommates.

Help a Newton Mom with 2 boys
and 6V2) and their baby sister

(3'/2

(5 months). Part-time. Flexible hours.

Excellent pay. 965-5552.

SINGING LESSONS Learn to sing
correctly, prevent vocal strain,
prepare for auditions. Broadway and
Classical. Experienced teacher, near
BC. Call 527-3320.

Seeking 2nd & 3rd female roommates to share bedroom in very
attractive 3rd floor apartment.
Must furmish bedroom. On "B"
T line and free BC Shuttle.
Strathmore Rd. Brighton $250 per
person, or for private bedroom
$460/month. Call Christie

558-8948, or Abby 254-2833.
Female roommate needed to
share 2 BR apt near T and BC
Bus. Safe building, rent $460/mo.
Call 254-2833 Abby.

Come on down!
We'll give you a cut
on the best cut in town.

Wash, Cut and Styling

$16.50 for her
for him
BC Perm Special
$50. Cut; Perm, Styling

$12.50

)l \ff\)

[>

OPENS SEPTEMBER 25th

1229 Centre Street
Newton Center
244-8900

Birth control
is up to you.
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$6 off Complete GYN Exam and

Birth Control Counceling
$39. with coupon

new patients only, expires November 15, 1987
Protect yourself against an unwanted pregnancy. Choose a contraceptive that's right for
you. Talking with a Preterm counselor who
understands can help you work through this
personal decision. And, you can depend on
our experienced medical staff for high-quality
gynecological care.
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"Johnny B," "Satellite," "Karla With A X" and more.
HOOTERS

"?"KS-!? 0"

Call 738-6210. The most experienced reproductive
health care center in the Northeast.

mm

Preterm Gynecology

RVHBb

1842 Beacon Street, Brookline, MA 02146
Licensed by the Department of Public Health
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Listen to the Hooters
breakthrou 9 h debut album

"Columbia,"

8

are (rademarks of CBS Inc ©

See the Hooters live at

1987CBS Inc

Boston College Gymnasium September 27th

I
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Earn $hundreds weeklys in your
spare time. United Services of
America is looking for homeworkers
to perform mail services. Incentive
programs available. For information
send large self addressed stamped
envelope to U.S.A. 24307 Magic
Mtn. Pkwy., Suite -306, Valencia,
CA 91355.

FOR SALE
Sewing Machine needed for
weekend. Willing to rent it. CAII
Juantxo 787-9210.
San Diego Bound must sell-full size
bed $100; dresser $30; 24' color TV
$75; stereo-make offer. Call Lorenleave message 277-8544.
Need Apartment Furniture? blue
oriental carpet- $60.00-dorm or
apartment. Large kitchen/dining
room/study table-$75.00 or b/o. call
739-8384 for more info!

For You 1977 Red Honda Civic, excellent condition, very good engine,
no rust, many new parts including
couplet brake job, 4 new tires, low
mileage, best offer. 731-3920.
1980 Datsun 310GX. Many miles
but great running car. New tires, exhaust, battery and tuneup.
$1500/B.O Kim 552-3360 (on campus) or 431-7665.
Refrigerator for Sale- medium size
(double the size of a cube)-perfect
condition. $100. call Sue 558-9302.
For Sale-Good Prices, double box
spring mattress frame, black leather
Simmons couch (sleeps 2). 4 dinette
chairs, dining room table, bureau,
kitchen necessities, linens. 2 low,
wide easy chairs, one 13' TV. two 19'
TVs w/stands. Call 617-875-1255 early am or after 6 pm.

HELP WANTED
Lifeguards needed at the West End
House. 105 Allston St., Allston, MA
for all shifts: early mornings, afternoon, evening and weekends. Easy
T accessibility. ALS&CPR required.
Please call 787-4044 and ask for
Heather or Janet.

Job or Living Opportunity! We need

10-15 hours/week of childcare and
light housecleaning in exchangefor
either free room or good pay. our

house is a two-minute walk from BC
Newton campus, shuttle bus
available, call 965- 8835.
Mothers Helper needed; two girls:
14 & 10; must have I icense, sense of
humor; like shopping, movies, helping with homework; good pay.
Weekdays or weekends. Ref. required. call 738-6226.
Handy Person; light carpentry, some
maintenance experience to help in
private home. Hours flexible. Good
pay. Ref. required. Call 738-6226.
We need a fun person to care for us
Tues & Thurs, 1-5pm. Our neighbors
need someone, too. Were ages 7-11.
Rate negotiable. Call 965-2487.

Reliable Babysitter Needed: for
Tues. and thurs. Afts. 4-6:45. Two
good-natured children ages 3 & 6
need someone to play games, watch
Sesame Street, and take walks with
while Mom goes to BC classes.
$15.00 per day. 5 minute walk to
campus. Call 244-7892.
Wanted: Responsible Person to care
for 2 boys-2 and 4 years old from
2:15 to 5:15, 3 Wednesdays and 1 Friday per month $7.00/hr. Needham
449-7287. transportation required.

Wanted: Part-time Secretary for Architectural office in Newton. Please
call: Leonard Saroff 244-6100.

Unlimited Earnings Potential: Swan
Island Creations, Inc. is seeking cam-

pus representatives to market per-

sonalized items. Excellent opportunity for sales experienceand making money. (Will consider club fundraisers) Call Sherry 444-9842.

Child Care Needed: for two children
(6&11). After school, two days/week.
Newton, nearMBTA. Call 964-1972
evenings.

Babysitter: wanted for steady
weekend days and some evenings in
Chestnut Hill. $4 an hour. Car
preferable. Call Karen Firestone,
evenings 734-5193.

Babysitter for 12 month old, Mon

8:30-12:30 pm and one afternoon a
week plus occasional evenings.
Transportation available. Rate
Negotiable. Call Cathy, 969- 7222.

Friendly Person for housekeeper/
companion position in Newton
Centre. Two children, middle school
ages. Late afternoons, 8 to 12 hrs per
week. Own transportation a plus.
Call 969-8476, leave message.

Babysitter Wanted: One child.
Tuesdays, 3:30- 7:30 pm, plus additional, flexible hours possible.
738-1667.

Babysitter needed: Responsible, enthusiastic person for after-school
care of 7 year old boy. Newton Corner. 3 or 5 days weekly. Call
332-9669 after 5.

Flexible day hours. Telephone

representatives for exercise equip-

ment. Friendly telephone personality. $5- $7/hour. Relaxed office en-

vironment. Contact Adam
imum Fitness, 566-1366.

at

Max-

and 3 year old in Newton Home.

Babysitter Wanted: 3-4 afternoons/week to care for our 3 and 6
year old boys. Easy access- Newton
Corner. $6/hr. 969-8914.

969-8639 afternoons or

Supervise 9 yr old boy plus few light
chores M,W,F 3-5; TTh 1-5; $5/hr.
332-5728 after spm.

Seeking babysitter for 7 month old
Tuesdays 11-3 with more hours possible. Transportation provided. Study
during nap. Rate negotiable. Call
evenings.

Babysitter: wanted for 3 1/2 yr old.
Tues and/or Thursday 2:30-6:00. In
Newton Centre. Occasional evenings also. Call Ruth 527-4156. Leave

Stockbroker's Assistant
Telemarketing for downtown in-

vestment banking firm. Assist
stockbroker in calling prospective

clients. Call Andrea/Sarah

message.

654-2400. Equal opportunity
employer.

Babysitter: wanted for 1 and 4 yr
old. In South Brookline 10-15 hrs.
may include some full days, flexible.
$5 hr. Call Anita 469-4295.

Wanted: We need security guard
for Monday and Wednesday
nights. Large condo complex in
Brighton, near BC. Hours are
8:00pm til 6:ooam. Patrol property in company owned vehicle.
$7.00/hour. Please call 797-4800
AM to 4:00 PM, Monday thru
Friday.
Money: Looking for reliable
babysitters. Flexible hours. Walking distance to campus. Call Linda 969- 6760.

Babysitters needed: Sept 24 and 25,
9am-2pm; Fri, Oct 2, 6-Bpm; Oct 3,
9am-2pm for group of children $7
hr. Any or all dates. Call Janet for
details 332-1165.
Free Room And Board: in exchange
for some childcare etc. (2
children 9 and 11) Private room
and bath. A 10 minute walk from
BC Call 332-5679 or 332-5338.
Host/Hostess helper, flex, hrs experienced individual to serve &
clean up at elegant cocktail luncheon/dinner parties. Call
244-7465.

Reward

Wanted: Yardwork; leaf raking,
mowing. $8 hour, 1 block from
BC. Call 566-0231.

given for information
leading to the arrest
and prosecution of individuals responsible
for a weekend break-in
in the Mods.

Wanted: Babysitter for 4 1/2 yr
old boy, late afternoons during
week, some weekends. One
block from BC. $4 hour. Call
566-0231.
Housecleaning: Near Newton
campus. Late afternoons. Days
Flexible. $6.50/hour. Days:
736-2065, 244- 9559. Eves:
244-9559, 964-6953.

If you have any
knowledge concerning missing stereo
equipment, contact
552-3513.

Live in our Newton Center home
to BC in large private room
in exchange for childcare
4:30-8:00 weekdays. Optional
Saturday or Sunday for hourly
rate. Nonsmoker. Call Joyce
527-5942.

close

Looking for childcare 4:00-8:00
M-F for young children in our
home close to BC. Pay
negotiable. Call Joyce 527-5942.

GREAT JOBS AVAILABLE

EARN EXCELLENT *$$

c3V>^' x* *** love kk^s

STASH YOUR
CACHE...
... and rings, watches, jewelry

If you have experiencewith children
\u2666 -Some weekday mornings or afternoons free
excellentreferences
AndWafrttoEara*s-»7anHourßabyilrtffig
Parents In a Pinch, Inc.*
perfect
part-tirne/fuß-thne Jobfor you
has the

*

*

and other valuables

call Joytoday at

739-KIDS.
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Contact Lenses
Eye Exams
Designer Frames

us
w
CfiiMjulD

Only you will know that the innoBIBIWWH|M
cent-looking textbook on your shelf holds
ErI
your earthly treasures. Inside its hard covers and
J*
if
jp
otherwisereal pages are two compartments big enough
to keep many small valuables safely out of sight. We're not showJr
*r
ing the book's title or cover in this ad so thatyou alone will know what J®'
#
it looks like when it arrives. Even if your own cache is already safely Jr
J®
stashed, a book safe would make a great gift for a friend in need, %
,J®' Not sold in stores. Order by
The cost is only $6.95, and with a satisfaction money-back
phone or mail-in coupon. Visa
guarantee,* how can you go wrong?
and MasterCard accepted.
Send order to:
& W Publishing
Box 520 Ramsey, NJ 07446

I

Please send
book safe(s) @ $6.95 each, plus $1.50 each postage and handling. Please add sales tax for orders originaling in Cal. (6%), 111. (5%), and N.J. (6%).

Phoneorders (credit cards only)
6
call toll-free: 1-800-888-8818Ext. 456
(In NJ, call 201-529-6903)
Pleas* havecredit card information available before placing call.

IF
|

_

Payment enclosed (check or moneyorder)

I Card#

.

j

Signature

?

Send book safeto:

J

Name

I

I

Address

_

Credit card order (

Visa

\u25a0

!

MasterCard)

°

n the MBTA Green Line
at Commonwealth Aye.

232-0222
Eve. & Sat. Hours

I

Expiration Date:

City
State
Zip
Attach separate sheet for multiple shipping addresses. *Money and return postage refunded if not completely satisfied.

°

2 5 Harvard Avenue
Allston, MA 02134
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Drs. I>audi Miller, O.D.
Gary MOSS OD
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DISCOUNT

on contact lens fitting and service policy
or glasses with exam. (With this ad)
MC/VISA
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ft Seniors ft ft ft ft ft

Please don't forget to sign up
for your Senior portraits
at the Yearbook Office,
McElroy 103. ft ft ft ft ft ft
i

Portraits will be taken until Friday, October 2

Sign up today
- You can also reserve a
1988 yearbook by bringing
a $15 deposit with you.
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Eagle's Eye
of Boston College &G_BB__E_EG_E

Programming for the week of September 7, 1987
a m

plans to use alcohol in
programming this year,
regarding
Information
alcohol authorzation will be
discussed. Sponsored by the
Office of the Dean for Student Development.(x34Bo)
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Blood Drive

10"00-6*00

O'Connell House Sponsored
by American Red Cross and
Gold Key Society. (Sept.
21-25. Mike Lynch, 552-3497.)

Golden Lantern
Pestaumnt

l!.ffm!Trim
]
o am_"i>P
2£
5:oO pm-8:30 pm
_\u25a0

Walsh Dining Hall. Need a
change of pace? Tired of
in
lines?
standing
Open
required.
Reservations
SponMondays-Fridays.
sored by Dining Services.

(552-3307)

Blood Drive

* *°
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Opportunity to be on a live,
award-winning soap opera
about Boston College. Next
episode: "Jane's First Love."
students who wish to
participate should call Mike

Christian. (232-5546)

AttlletlCS
Men s soccer vs. Vermont

,

>

7-30 pm Alumni Stadium
Men'sTennis at Brandeis
sponsored by Boston Coly
Mhtef Associotion

£

(X3000)
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JL"Vfloor[lounge.
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Activities funding
Committee
Welch Dining Room
Meeting, 5:00 pm. McElroy
6:30-11:30 pm
Lyons Hall. Subs and pizzas.
Open M-W. Sponsored by
Dining Services. (552-3307)

Introducing
Womvnfire
WOmymire Meetina
MeeTing
pm
J.VsJ

Women's Resource Center,
McElroy 213. Come discuss
issues of interest to women,
Share your ideas in a feminist
discussion/support group.
Sponsored by Women's
Resource Center (Tracy
Bellavance, 536-8019.)

~

*.
Sense On SudS

Residential Halls. To be
announced. (Sept. 21-30,
Oct. 5-7 & 12-14.) Sponsored
b K fhe Dean for Student
Development. (X3470)

141. Proposals for weekly
funding meetings available
at UGBC or SPAC (McElroy
141). (Tony Varona, X4822)

Intercultural Cafe
Y. z*r The
McElroy, third
floor.
cafe
*
ik

will offer exotic coffees
desserts, hors d'oeuvres with
mus.c from around the world.
Please stop by with your
friends for a relaxing evening
Liah _ snacks ser ed_meal
Sponsoredby the Ofthe Dean for Student

_

,

_
'

c__ri__c
dmK Series
PUD
9:00 Dm

At Holy Cross. Sponsored by
the Boston College Athletic
Associatoion. (X3000)

x
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4m 4

Women s Tennis vs. Boston
University 3:00 pm
Courts l-6.Sponsored by
Boston College Athletic
Association, (X3000)
y
v

Musical Guild

ton?
Mivashiro.ssB-9257)

Meeting

Club

409(use

Officer's

MMtinn
Meeiing
O'Connell House, 4:30-6:30
pm. Mandatory meeting of
all BC clubs. Each club must
have one club officer in
attendance, if your club

$5

°- ICket\.ticket booth.
McElroy
(Geoffrey Smith 3490)
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Walsh Dining HalLCome and
listen to one of Boston's top
bands Sponsored by UGBC
Services,
and Dining
(x4650)
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Manresa House, 188 Beacon
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opagneTTl Dinner

5:30 pm

Murray House, a House
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AthletiCS

feW

welcome. Sponsored by
Nu (S
AlPn Sj
a
Harami 552-4769)
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McGuinn third floor lounge.
Father Cheney will be saying
a special mass at St. Mary's
Chapel at 6pm. A social will
immediately follow. All are

A*KiMi/»e
ATnieHCS
Men's Soccer at Notre
Lyons Hat mtv spin New
D
Concert Tour featuring he Mon
Tennjs af New
Saints. Open to all Boston
r-nninnrf
CoHege students. Cover Worn
women's
n
Tennis
at
> ?
$5 sponsored byy
;?""'*
h
Syracuse University
Service s
(Xjuuu)

m

Welcome Back
Social
7-lOpm

Pub Service
9pm-Midnight

Walsh Dining Hall Open
Sundays, Tuesdays, and
Wednesdays.
Sponsoredby
_* Ai 4-,:_____,?*
ctmenammem
Dining Services. (X3428)
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Bring on the
mm
McGuinn Auditorium All
FREE with BC ID.
vs. welcome.
Fi t Z patr ick or Joe
(M
Kolinski, 552-347)y
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Boston College

Him bOara
McElroy Cafe, third floor Light
Football vs. Perm State
wil
be
served-meal
pm
snacks
7:30
7:00 pm
P oints FREE ENTERTAINMENT Sullivan Stadium. Sponsored "Bring on the Night." Barry
by the BC Athletic
featuring Joan Keane,
Arts Pavillion. All welcome.
Sponsinger.
accomplished
Association. (x3000)
FREE with BC ID. (Meg
sored by the Office of the
Fitzpatrick or Joe Kolinski,
student
Dean
for
After Game
552-3347)
*~~
lopment. (Maureen Post Game Coo| Down,
T
eg
cK Murray House. Come relax
Cos
The Graduate
v^a
Q
552-4822 or X3480)
and enjoy free refres hments, 8:00 & 1 0100 pm
munchies, and new friends O'Connell House, Upper
n«tinn GnmP
after the game. Sponsored Campus. FREE. Popcorn,
/:UU-y:UU pm
by Murray House. (Tony Sponsored by O'Connell
Varona, X8460)
O'Connell House. Meet your
House. (x4310)
and
win
a
romantic
__
match
|~ rt ?^_
R
#
dinner for two! FREE Spon- BOStOn
College 1 m
.-__.__-__,
sored by the OConnel
Board
Film
Germak,

Lecture by Senator

questions

England
Tennis
at
Women's
Syracuse University
Spopnsored by Boston College Athletic Association.
(X3000)

Athletics
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without BC
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Men's Tennis at New
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Sponsored by St. Elizabeths
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